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districts has been attempted to overcome

these inequalities, but it has its limitations.

Payment of transportation

and high school tuition by the districts or by the states has been tried,
but these only partially fill the need.

Boarding schools or dormitories

hare been established in many localities to help the out-of-town students.
But in spite of all this, educational inequalities still exist.
further can be done to aid the isolated students?

Httuat

lhat can be done to

provide an education for the physically handicapped who are unable to
.attend any school regularly?

One of the answers submitted to these

questions is a program of supervised high school correspondence study.
The work of this type of study has been divided into two parts.

Mr.

D. W* Boles has evaluated the courses of the correspondence study program
that ere in use through the North Dakota study center at Fargo, while
this thesis will give a general survey of all publicly supported high
school correspondence programs in Australia, Canada, and the United States
with special emphasis upon North Dakota
The Problem and Purpose of This Study
The problem of this study shall be first to consider the history of
supervised high school correspondence study and to give detailed information
concerning this work as it has been developed in the state of North Dakota
and to evaluate what has been done.
The Scope of This Study
The dissertation limits itself to a brief history of supervised high
school correspondence study and to a detailed study of the North Dakota
State Correspondence Work through its agency at the Agricultural College
at Fargo.

For purposes of this study only rural school pupils and pupils

3

of grades and consolidated high schools will be considered as it is felt
that the classified high schools are not in need of the correspondence
program.
Technique of the Study
The material used for this study was gathered through correspondence
with the various centers of this type in Canada end the United States;
through interviews with Mr. Thordarson, State Director of Correspondence
Study in North Dakota; end an examination of the annuel reports of the
State Department of Correspondence Study.

Interviews with members of the

State Department of Public Instruction and studies of the Department’s
records were made,

Visits were made to the offices of the Bo; rd of Higher

Education at Bismarck where records of the board were made available to the
writer.

School enrollments were secured from the Biennial Reports of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction.

Correspondence was carried on with

all the state departments of education in the United States and with the
provinces of Canada,

A detailed study of all available material bearing on

correspondence work was necessary.

This material included various books,

conference reports, pamphlets, bulletins, and catalogues.
The development of supervised correspondence study as an adjunct to the
public school systems will be traced from its beginning in Australia to
its present organization in Canada and the United States.

The history of

the program of correspondence study as developed under legislation first
passed in 1935 will be given detailed study.
The need for such programs will be considered and the possible
advantages and disadvantages will be pointed out.

As far as possible the

comparative costs will be shown for the various programs.

Comparisons of
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Correspondence study 1< e ecmperetiveiy ae« method of education*
Hoffsiager* shows shut m o b « method bed Ala beginning ia l«56i
•The bsgiaaiag* of education by correspondence » w not
difficult to trace. Too flrat formal attempt to give leeeons
without personal contact ia foot antedated She firet ieoturee
by Jones Stewart,
of Yttiaity College* Oxford, ia 1897*
which marked the beginning of university exteneioa* Ia 1896
Charles Yousealat, • Frsnebwaa teechlog his native languages
ia Berlin* cad austev U.%;eheobeidt, a dermea writer end
saeabar of the Society for Modern Languages ia Berlin* combined
to found « school for the teaching of language* by correspondence*
at first only French was offered* later Sag!lab end other
language* core »ea«d. Their plea wee to send each etuaeat e
monthly printed latter coateiain^ drill la grower, exercise#
ia eoaversetioa and iaetfclaente of e ooatlaued story la the
language taught* BcamtUi each word of J&glAab, for instance*
eee ft phonetic rendering of Its pronunciation end beneath that
ite translation into Oermen* Following this wae e traaelfttioa
of ft acrawm pessfeg* into idiomatic fagiina* The etudeat wee
urged to give himself constant drill ia pronunciation aloud
aad was expected to forward « writtea recitation each month
to the instructors, by whoa it m o gone over sad returned with
correctioae, comment & m further euggeetions* The Toussclav*
Langenscheidt method* cs it le still known* b&o eat varied much
to the present day la the teaching of foreign lecguege* by
correspondence.

The reel development of correspondence instruction owme
only after the popuierination of university extension end then
aot ia Europe but ia tho United btetss* la 1873 «a orgeniretioa
wea formed celling itself The Society to hacourege Studies at
Home. It sought to otixtulute the formation of home study groups*
prepared guides to rending rod conducted a regular correspondence
with members* failure to adept instruction to tbs ability end
requirement# of the students soon caused the society to euepead.

Sioffsiager* Correspondaace Schools* Lyceums. Chfruttmcufs.
OP* > 5

6

Ten years liter a correspondence University# consisting of en
association of lnnfemotors from various colleges end universities,
wee founded at Ithaca, New York, statins as Its purpose,
*to supplement the work of other educational Institutions by
Instructing persons who from any cause wore unable to attend
them.**
•Similar methods have been used by Individuals and
institutions in teaching many different subjects since that
times but always until Quite recently, with the intention that
the student study independently and receive such assistance
and direction as he might need entirely through the medium of
written communication* This practice has unquestionably many
points of excellence, but it mstce* no adequate provision (1)
thet the pupil select the course that is boat adapted to his
needs{ {2} that conditions conductive to effective study are
maintained; (3) that the pupil pursue his studies diligently
and regularly; (4) that he does not grow discouraged when the
work becomes difficult; and (3) that well prepared instructional
materials are always placed in hie hands* Obviously success
In correspondence study might be governed by one or more of
these five factors, end chance may play come pert in determining
the existence of any or all of then In any situation.**
In the beginning of this correspondence work all of the enrollsee
were adults, many of whom were taking collage courses*

Naturally the

mature student would be able to gain more from such work than the immature
high school student*
Comparison of Correspondence Study
and Supervised Correspondence Study
All of this type of correspondence study omits entirely, or to
s very large extent, the important factor of supervision*

At this point

a clear understanding of the tern "Supervised Correspondence Study* as
compared with ordinary correspondence study seems In ordsr*

Such an

explanation end comparison is well mads by Superintendent Mitchell:**

^Mitchell, Supervised Correspondence {Study for Individual
Bu p U Needs, p. 7*
JIbld. p. 9*

_______________ _____________ ___________________________________>------

•The difference between correspondence study and supcrviged
correspondence study may he scan sore clecrly In the following
enalyeist
CQKfthSPOHDUNCI STUDY
The Correspondence Center
with
Instructional Materials end
Tho Instructional Staff
through
The Promotional Staff
Contacte
and Serves

euprnnBW G o mm?o#DMCi
STUDY
The Correspondence Center
with
Instructional Metcrisis end
The Instructional Staff
through
The Promotional Staff
Contactc
The Local High School
which provides

A Guidance program which in
sures
A curriculum plan best adapted
to the pupil*# needs:
A planned study program for
each pupil}
A correspondence study super
visor}
Special study and export entel
facilities}
Payment for services rendered
by correspondence center;
The Student ',VUo
Selects his course with
little or no guidance;
Works alone depending
upon his own initiative
end drive to curry on.

serving
The Student Who
Chooses his course in line with
his curriculum plan;
Pays only for materials used;
Follows regular program of
daily study;
Studies under competent super
vision* •

By this, of coarse, Superintendent Mitchell ie making « comparison
between ordinary correspondence study and supervised correspondence study
as It exists in his Benton Berber High School, Benton B rbor, Michigan.
It is doubtful that any other supervised correspondence program ie se

-------•— +

complete end sa efficient,

Adequate supervision implies expert guidance

In pit nslx^ e special curriculum for the individual student and e definitely
planned study program with a full-time supervisor in charge of a special
study room.

This study room hi.a all the equipment nec scary for this

type of work.

A reference library and ebop end Xsboretory e piipatent

ere provided*

Everything but the courses and the servicing of the courses

must be found in the local school.

All the details incidental to this

type of instruction are handled by a competent supervisor.
Correspondence tstudy in Australia
Correspondence study for children in the elementary scnoola, so
far as the records show, originated in 'Victoria, Australia, in 1911*
At that time a family In the Beech forest appealed to the JSduoctioa
Department for help, saying that their children were far distant from
any echo >1, and were growing up without proper education.
department mailed them texts and suggested assignments.

The state
Irons this

simple beginning grew the Correspondence Branch at Melbourne, and by
1924 (10 yeare later) the correspondence school m s serving four hundred
Isolated children of the rural areas ae well as invalid children of the
towns and country.
•The Correspondence Branch takes its children ae far
as the Merit Certificate, but for higher education they are
expected, except in very specie! ceses, to go to the nearest
high school."4
About this same time a branch of the Melbourne High School was
formed to provide Instruction in certain subjects for junior teachers in

^Browne, (1.8., Education in Australis, p. 125*

9

the country,

from this beginning a Secondary Correspondence School

was established.

The high school subjects now include English,

History, Mathematics, Geography, Drawing, Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry,
Commercial Principles and Practice, french, Latin, German, Japanese,
and Italian.
■The two sections of the school worked independently
and in separate buildings until 1932 when they came together
under one head to form the Correspondence School."5
Mr. J. W. Gibson, Director of High School Correspondence instruction
for British Columbia, Canada, states that "The first country in the world
to start public or state instruction for children of Elementary School
grades was New South Wales, Australia, in 1916.*^
The primary purpose here was the seme as in Victoria— to serve the
isolated children.
Starting with grade courses the program soon included high school
end vocational training.

Courses now available includes

Certificate Courses . . . . . .

A

Trade Courses

9

Rural Courses
Commercial Courses . . . . . .
momentary Art Courses

7
.

3

Women*® Handicraft Courses . «

2

Secondary Courses

1

5
Praconvention Bulletin. Extension Division, The University of
Nebraska, Lincoln, 1953.

10
The total number of individual subjects available is 84.

High school

subjects at present taught are English, History, Geography, Mathematics I,
Mathematics II, Art, Business Principles, Latin, and french.
Two years later (1918) Western Australia followed suit and gave
her children correspondence instruction.
The correspondence classes in Western Australia now serve three
distinct groups of children,

first is a group of isolated children.

During 1937 the maximum enrollment in this group was about 1900.

The in

struction offered these children does not stop at the primary level, but
enables those desiring to do so to proceed with a comprehensive post
primary course.

The second group consists of children already attending

small schools where the head teacher is responsible for the supervision of
the lessons and the correction of exercises.

The provision of correspond

ence papers adds to the type of education already provided.

The third

group aided is made up of advanced grade and high school pupils in the oneteacher schools.

This group was first aided in 1935»

In this group the

papers are marked by the teachers of the Correspondence Classes end the
local teacher merely acts as supervisor of the correspondence lessons.
Supervision of correspondence classes in these schools includes
offering mature judgment to the child’s problems as they arise, indicating
sources of additional information, suggesting new lines of attack, and
seeing that suggestions and directions of the correspondence instructor
are faithfully observed.

Such supervision falls far short of that

discusses by Superintendent Mitchell earlier.

This third group set-up is

comparable to that in North Dakota as will be shown later.

11
In 1919 Tasmania organized a correspondence program for children in
the elementary school#

These courses are provided for isolated children,

crippled and delicate children, and adults*
The correspondence school of South Australia was established in
Adelaide in 1920.

This school serves only pupils in elementary schools

as does the Tasmania Correspondence School.
Two years later (1922) a similar school was established in Brisbane,
Queensland.
Correspondence Instruction in New Zealand
New Zealand, Australia’s neighbor and fellow dominion, was quick to
follow the new educational adventure and became a close second by
establishing correspondence schools for pupils in the elementary grades
in 1922.

It was not until 1929 that a secondary department was added.

That the correspondence school officials ^.n New Zealand realize that
shortcomings of such a method of instruction was made evident by Dr. A. G.
Butchers, Headmaster, New Zealand Correspondence School, Wellington, New
Zealand, when he said in an address before the First International Confer
ence on Correspondence Education at Victoria, British Columbia, Canada*
"In the speaker’s Judgment the lack of the pupils’ daily
intercourse with one another in and out of school is more
serious than their physical separation from their teachers.
There is nothing more valuable In school life than the wholesome
effect of the pupils’ association with one another.*7
In a real effort to make up for this serious disadvantage of
correspondence instruction, New Zealand has made use of the following

n
.. 111 11
.. ...... -.... —
— —. ■■■■■
Victoria, Report of the First International Conference on Correspondence
Education. Department of Education, Victoria, B.C., 1938, p. 58

device#:
(1) As adev.uete lending library
(2) *The Po&iata*, an annual aagtnine of the Correspondence
School publiBhad at ChrletmeE time end issued without
charge to every home represented on the roll
(3) The Monthly Circular, • publication of sohool news Issued
each month
(A) Correspondence School Lone Guides, comparable to our
Girl Scouts
(5) Correspondence School Lone Scouts
(6) The Pen Friendship Club, patterned after
letter exchanges

out

foreign

(7) League of Motions Union Junior Branch
(6) Stamp Collection and Axoheng* Club
(9) A Meccano and Model-building Club and Mcgeine Circle
(10) Camera Club
(11) Field naturalists* Club and Museum
(12) Junior Ked Cross Circle
(13) Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(14) Gardening Circle
(1$) Post Office Savings Bank
(16) Correspondence School Ax-Pupils* Association
(17) Correspondence Sohool Parents* Association
In addition to the ebove method to bring the pupils social education,
the Correspondence School uses the following method# to bring the school
pupils and teachers closer together:
(1) A school journey whereby some of the pupils are
brought from the country to Wellington as guests
of the faculty

13

(2) Exhibitions: of the pupils* work tt Wellington with an
opportunity for many of the pupils to visit than
(3) Loot-1 school laboratories a&ve boon made oTi*.iltbls to
the correspondence pu 1 1 * for periods of one week for
intensive laborstory pr&etice
(4 ) frt»ell% exhibitions of the pupils* sort
(5) Entertainment by lastropolitan newspapers of certain
pupils nominated by the Beaduu star
(6) Visit* by Correspondsacs terchore to ths pupils &nd their
parents
(7) Radio brofeQOfeets
It Is obvious th*t ever these met cures will not compensate for
the disadvantages of correspondcnee instruction.

The social contacts

that or* so vital s pert of svery child** life are still largely
snieeio; end the guidance f-nd supervision so important in any educational
program ore almost entirely lacking*

Yet It is at least & recognition

of the inequalities in educational opportunities for the extremely
1coleted children in the fringe areas of the British Sspire and due
credit m e t be given to those th'.t are educating in the best possible
manner under such hopeless conditions.

#here the children cannot be brought

to the schools, the only alternative is to bring the schools to the
children— by mall.
From "down under* la the "Lend of the Southern Cross", the
correspondence movement spread to the provinces of Canada.
Correspondence Study in Canada
In British Columbia Correspondence Mueation la the Elementary
Field was started in 1919.
America,

This ess the first of its kind in North

Such correspondence work, in the high school «ae begun in the

summer of 1929 for the first time in Canada.
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*Building Construction I
House Painting and Decorating I
Plumbing I
Industrial Mathematics A
Soils and Field Crops
Fruit Growing
Poult ry-keapi ng
Dairying
*Valid for fire units of credit towards High School
Graduation
Persons who may register as correspondence stucente include (l)
those who live more than three miles from the nearest high school
or superior school, or from such school transportation service as may
be provided by the local school authorities, (2 ) those living within
the three-mile limit who are unable to attend the local school because
of illness or physical disability, (3 ) those living within the threemile limit who are so situated or occupied as to be unable to take
advantage of local high school facilities, tnd (A) those unable to get
in the local school the particular courses desired.

High school

correspondence students living more than three miles from a local high
school may attend a local elementary school with the consent of the school
board.
All students are required to pay an annual registration fee of two
dollars.

Tuition fees, in addition to registration fees, are payable

by students over eighteen years of age with certain exceptions.

16

The main source of support for correspondence educi tion in British
Columbia 1® the a m d

legislative great.

For the yo*r 1938-39 the

appropriation for the high school correspondence work #a« 139,210,

Fees collected mount to about 20 percent of the total cost.

The cost

of most of the technical-vocational work is borne by the appropriation
for sdult education.

This grant ess |7,8O0 in 1938-39*

The enrollment of high school correspondence students has risen
fro®

1,000

in 1936-35 to 3,101 in 1938-39*

It wee not until 1925 that Sseketeheesn introduced. Usmentery
Correspondence Course© for Grtdee I to Till*
the high school level esc added.
i.nd sesdeolo fields.

In 1930# instruction et

The ©curses given cover the general

Baring the school ye&r of 1938 -39, e course in

farm accounting and bookkeeping, wee ©deed.

This progr*» 1# available

to any boy or girl who is over four miles fro® the school or who is
physically incapable of attending e school.

Adults may also take any

of the course* independently ©t heme.

Lesson helps for grades IX end X

ere two dollars for each full course.

Lesson helps for grfed# XI ere

four dollfer* for et»ch full course.
schools.

These ere for students in rural

Complete instructions for students who cannot attend a

regularly constituted high school f t ® provided ®t » cost of fifteen
dollars for Orsde IX or X, end twenty dollars for grade XI.
make up about half the coat of the program.
by a provincial appropriation.

The fees

The other half is covered

In 1937-38 the total high school

enrollment was 8 ,928.
In Manitoba, the trend has been more like that in the United States;

____________________ _____________________ ___________________ 1?

namely, jsroviiiag correspondence study for adults first sad tfe#n
extending It to tbs younger parsons.

Tbs first courses offered by tbs

Department of Xduo-.tion were in tbs vocations! field In 1924*
under tbs Teebnlcsl Brtncfc of tbs Deportment.
fifty subjects offered by this branch.

This wee

How tbsrs ere more than

In 1927, tbs Correspondence

Breach of tbs Department of Muet-tion m & established &»d courses
Governing Credos I to VI were prepared.
constructed in grebe* til and fill.

Four year# later courses wsrs

In July, 1931# tbs high school

department m s organised «ad lesson® prepared In Qrs'de IX subjects.
Two years later the Correepoadeoee branch was enlarged to include drubs X
end in 1937, Grade XII.

Ho correspondent a courses *r« provided la nay

Oreds XI subjects except French and Latin.
"For. tbs vocational subjects, oorree-ioudence
courses, published by some fifteen of the leading
commercial correspondence schools of Csaabe end the
United States ere used, but for the reguler school
subject*, ell course* ere now prepared by members of
the permanent staff of the correspondence Breach.*®
High School course® offered by the Correspondence Branch include*

fesas.1
I

Grade

Spelling II

Composition If A

Literature Z

Literature II

The Lreaa IT B

Composition I

Composition XI

The Hovel If C

Crammer I

History II

Poetry IT D

History I

Algebra IX

History If A

Geometry II

Algebra If A

Spelling

Business Arithmetic

Z

i
------Frecioaventlon Bulletin, extension Division, University
of Bebreefca, Lincoln, 1936.

Cvade XX

Orsde XXI

SSfcgSL*

Mathematics X

Biology II

Analytic Geometry IV B

Science I

Physics! Sdoei tloa II

Trigonoaetry IV C

Physics;! Munition I

Latin II

Cheat etry IV A

Letin I

french II

Physics IV B

French I

..Bookkeeping II

Latin IV

Music I

Business Arithmetic II

Breech IV

Art I

Qeogrephy II

Bookkeeping I
Vocational courses offered by the Tecsmiccl Breach Include the

following!
Accounting Practice

Ilectric Refrigeration

Air Conditioning

tagineoring, **utomotive

Architecture

Engineering, Civil

Automobile Assent1»!»

lagineering, Picsel

Automobile Operation m &
repairs

fhginearing, Electric

Blue print Heeding sad
estimating
Bookkeeping

Engineering, Mechanical

Carpentry

foods sad Cookery

Cowsercial Advertising

Bouse Wiring.

Coa»ereii,l Aeroneutice

needlework end Lresaaeking

Ceoaiereial Art

£talsemenship

Cookery

Shorthand

Drafting

Sign Writing

Bresmektag

Traffic Management

Engineering, Steen

Typewriting
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High School courses are available to students who live in districts
in which local schools do not offer instruction in the grades for which
they wish to enroll, and to those students who are unable to attend
school on account of physical disability or for any other reason approved
by the Department of Education.

Students attending secondary schools

may, with the approval of their principals, enroll for correspondence
instruction.

Vocational courses are available to both high school

students and adults.
The province of Manitoba stresses supervision more than the other
provinces.

Every correspondence student must work under a supervisor.

Most of the high school students, with a very few exceptions, are
required to attend the local rural schools where they work under the
supervision of the teacher.
Supervision in the rural school means that the teacher hands out
the lesson materials, sees that the student progresses according to the
schedule, and follows the directions given by the correspondence
instructor.

The supervisor hands out the key to the preceding lessons

as the first step in the new lesson - this is a correcting key.

At the

end of each week objective tests are administered by the supervisor.
These tests are then sent to the study center for correction.
The high school correspondence enrollment for 1938-39 was 1,672.
The Province of Alberta is also offering correspondence work to her
youth.

In the smaller high schools, students are taking certain subjects

through correspondence in a way similar to the method followed in
British Columbia

At the Sdraonton center In 1938-59, 501 elenentr-ry school students
were enrolled.

Correspondence eonraee la a number of teobniccl-

TOCfctioanl sources ere conducted tram the

of T«ehnolo ;y sad

Art la Calgary.
la Novi# Scotia oorreepondenee work 1# limited to the boy# 5Bd girls
ia the elementary school grade# and to etelt# *ho m r r y vocettonol
courses.
Oaterio hen never attempted adult or secondary inetractioa by
correepondonce outaide of toe Department of fectonsloa ia Toronto Univer
sity but Jbu-® dona a great deel ia the elementary field.

According to

the Report of the Minister of aducation for the year 1957 there were a
total of 2500 enroll-®#* la elementary eorreapocdanc# ela«»«e.
'The Province of Vuebee has not a* yet organized correspondence
instruction.
The erae ie true of New Brunswick, bat according to a letter
received by the writer, this Canadian province will organise .each
instruction noon.

*&m regret very mx oh that we have no High School
Correspondence Course in the Province of New
Brunswick et the present time, although eg expect
to organize one in the very near future.*9
Prince JSdwerd lelend ie the only province that he* not organised
or planned to organize correspondence instruction.

The roeaon for this

i* explained in a letter from Mr. 1, H. Shew, Chief Superintendent of
........................ ri.... ri "■
letter by A. S* Mef&rlaae, Chief Superintendent of

Education
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In Australia and Canada, the Correspondence courses have been
inaugurated primarily to give educational opportunities to the isolated
children of the dominions— children so remote from population centers that
they eould not secure an education any other way.

This isolation is apparent

when we realize that in many instances children are miles from any school.
For example in South Australia, of the children enrollees during the first
year (1920), 90 had never been inside of a schoolroom.

One family lived

400 miles from the nearest school; others had no school within 100 to 175
miles of their homes; while the average distance from any school for the
total enrollment was 23jt miles.

This may be an extr me illustration, but

certainly isolation approximating this extent is found in many areas of
both Australia and Canada.
The shortcomings of this type of instruction are evident even to those
engaged in that type of work.

The Pre-Convention Bulletin11 in a

description of the program in New Zealand gives the following:
"The Correspondence School cannot, by its very
constitution, supply that element of ordinary school
life which contributes so largely to the general education
of the pupils— namely, their daily physical association with
their teachers and fellow-pupils. For that reason alone
actual attendance at school must be regarded as preferable
to enrollment in the Correspondence School."
This is the same idea as expressed by Dr. Butchers in his address
before the First International Conference on Correspondence Education at
Victoria, B. C.

(See p. 11 of this thesis).

Much the same feeling was expressed by Mr. Ross1*, Director of
11

Preconvention Bulletin. lixtension Division, University
of Nebraska, Lincoln, 1938, pp. 25-6.
“^Victoria, Report of the First International Conference on
Correspondence Education. Department of Education, Victoria, B.C.,
1938, p. 112.

23

Curricula end Correspondence Instruction, Department of Bduc tion,
Regins, hask&tchewan, *fcen he said before the International Conference:
•*hen the drought condition atruck Saskatchewan vary,
very herd, the farmers found themselves in the position of
not being able to send their boys and girls sway to high
school to receive grade II instruction and, accordingly
they begun to write the Department of Sduc tlon asking that
grade 11 instruction be allowed in the rural schols. The
department was reluctant to do this bee use it believes that
the rural school is not the place in which grade XX instruc
tion should b« given* Generally speaking, the rural school
teacher has little tins for scy work beyond grads X, end I
believe that, when economic conditions improve in our
province, we can remove ail grade XI Instruction from the
elementary school**
but hs concluded his address by esylngt
"• • • unless we had bed t Government Correspondence School
in the Province of Saskatchewan during the past few yst.re,
many hundreds of boys end girls would have been deprived of
s high school education***’

13
.— — -... ........— ...........— —
Bsaoxt of the llrat International Conference on
Corresgonaanco -Education. Department of Sdueation
Victoria, B.C., p, ill*
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TO data
to Mjgii school boys sod sir!# by various public iia*tttutio»e.

+§4
4*
i

m i

to establish fa department of supervised correspondence study in the

high school.
•About forty boy® enrolled in September, 19&3, end fro* tfc*t point
the project ha* grow* continuously, running an enrollment of more then
three hunssr#d boy® cud girl® in more then thirty tourees,***
State the program m e
bees used.

about sixty different courses bar®

Those iaeLudet

Account tag

Advertising
Air Gondiitoning
Algebre
Architectural fireftisg
Automobile Auiiaof.riBg
Automobile Englnee
Chemistry
Civil Swrrioe
Coa?:eroi»l Art
Diesel latinos
free® Design
Electrical Engineering
Electricity
English
filling 6t tion Attendsnt
Aireuea
foundry Theory
french
fruit Culture
Mighse&y Engineering
History
Journal a®
Ladsc*pc Areaitseture
Hechine £>e«.ign
Machine Lntfce
MschenlceX Sr ftlog

Automobile Ignition
Eviction Engine®
Arielion flight Theory
Blueprint Heeding
Building Contracting
Business Msnegement
Certooaing
Mechanic*! inginecriag
Motor Bos t
h&vigetion
fenny Store*
Photography
Poultry noising
fr^ctieel Mathematics
Pr-ctiobl Hureing
Printing Apprentice
h«<Jio
Snisumensblp
Sheet Metal fireflies
Ship fir*,fling
3ho*i C»rd
Sign Futilities
Surveying
Tuxlderay
Telegraphy
Typewriting
Hateh end Clock Repairing
sliding

H e Benton Heibor plan 1® correspondence work at it® beet,
supervision »nd guidance are sveiicble.

Adequate

In the room where correspondence

15
-------------------------------Mitchell, ,^j>erylfaod ^rrea^ndenoe Study for Individaul P n A l
afeede. p. 99-

student# study a competent supervisor is on duty during the entire day.
He ie on head to take the attendance end record It*

He checks ell the

examinations which here boea r- turned from the correspondence centers
end, If necessary, make* some comment regarding the paper end the
eorreetiona that bare been made*

If the grade ie not satisfactory,

the pupil is given an opportunity to write the extrication again.

Lesson

cxcsKlnetiotts which the pupils have completed ere turned In end properly
recorded on the individual student*s card.

The pupils may come to the

supervisor’s desk at any time with questions concerning their work end
advice may be given so to where they may secure the Information desired*
If the pupil finds it difficult to interpret the seaning of the text, an
effort is made to see that It ie made clear to his*
Pupils who ere behind in their work are visited individually and sn
effort ie made to determine why they ere not progressing satisfactorily.
The slew students ere given encouragement.

Others who ere doing

exceptionally well are commended on their progress.
This routine is followed during five of the six periods of the school
day.

Curing the sixth period there are no students in the correspondence

department.

Iltls period Is devoted to record keeping with the assistance

of a student from the commercial department of the high school.
The supervisor sets ns e counselor in the selection of correspondence
courses, helping the pupil with the most painstaking care to select the
service »ifcloh will be most beneficial to him in securing the specific train
ing he desires.

The selection of the correspondence center ie left to the

student, but the supervisor counsels with him in making the choice.

During

the pupil*s entire echoed career more or less guidance hl b been
practiced oo hia end thet guidance continues into the correspondence work
also, so that the enrollee is secured of the desired relationship with
the correspondence center.

It i® the supervisor who comrMinto>.t«s with

the stud? center snd It Is the euj. ?rvisor vho pl.cos the order* for the
textual afiterl&i*.
Other facilities for this type of instruction ere available et
the Beaton Harbor High School,

suitable laboratory equipment is provided}

ample quarters for » sexlmua of sixty pupils at a tine ere furnished;
a technical reference library ie accessible to the pupils, and, in 1934,
sn experimental work shop was added,

nil of this nntur&Uy adds

tremendously to the effectiveness of the program.

Just how far other

schools snd other correspondence programs have been able to provide the
facilities mentioned is hard to any, but it is probably safe to infer that
very fee hev# been able to match the accomodations of the Benton Harbor
School.

Suffice it to sey tbet the situation here is really supervised

high school correspondence study as portrayed in Superintendent Mitchell’s
analysis of correspondence study end supervised correspondence study
quoted in the beginning of this chapter.
Regular students in the Benton Hurbor High School &r« all eligible
to participate in the work of the correspondence department.

In additbn

physically handicapped children of the city end from outside districts
come to the school where special quarters end special teachers and e
physiotherapist ere provided for them.

In this way their phyeicel needs

ss well as educational needs ere tended to.

"Mot nil pupils who are

28

enrolled in correspondence courses ere re uir**d to do their work la
school, end therefor* epeelel errangenentB to work entirely st home mey
be »»de with the eupervieor if it *»««* edvlseble."^
To begin with the correspondence courses used la the Benton Harbor
School were provided by the American School of Chicago, one of the
oldest priv »e correspondence school® in the country.

The Interactional

Correspondence Schools of Scranton, Penneylvenle, end other®, soon joined
in furnishing additional courses.
These correspondence center* render statements each month covering
the services rendered during that period.

These ere cheeked over by the

supervisor and sent to the superintendent** office to be passed with the
regular monthly Mile,

by the Bo rd of Iduer tion.

Some of the corres

pondence schools prefer to charge e flat n t e by the month for textbooks,
materials, end services.

In met cases, e pert of the cost, four dollars

per course, is borne by the student and th« balance by the school district.
Most of the courses ere still furnished by the privets schools mentioned
•bove.
Beeently one of these schools arranged some of its courses on • one
or t»o semester heels.

"Their charges for these courses, including the

cost of the text*, range from $5.70 to $20.00 per high sohool unit.*2-7
These correspondence courses in the Bention H rbor School eoet
seven dollar* end on* cent per pupil per year, ns compered, by the ol»eeltttitehell, SG'ii'qTVr»eS~"
Heed*, p. 135
Ibid, p. 158

sera-w V W y rs-f I ndividual Puvil

room method, to * cost of twenty-three eollers sad ninety-five coat* for
agriculture, seventeen doilfcr© end thirty-on* cants for he** economics,
fourteen duller# ©ad sixty coat# for physical science, cad tec dollar#
end fir® cents for eaawereiel subjects.
•By 1928 the ao-ee,lled "Benton Harbor Plan" received it* first
jH
recognition fro® & body larger than a local town school board*•
la
that year « oowmittee of » regional body— the Southern *sBOOi»tioa of
Colleges end 8eer*nd» ry Schools— took action on the feasibility of working
out e plan whereby correspondence work; could properly be presented toward
high school graduation.

The report of the committee was favorable but it

received little consideration.
•The auj'ervieefi correspondence study idee wee elso
advanced during the a&sae year, 1928, by the Sixth Yearbook
of the Department of Superintendence on the Development
of the High School Curriculum. This Yearbook suggested
the ucefi of supervised correspondence courses but no definite
cotton was teken thereon."^9
The next real impetus to the supervised correspondence method erne
in Nebraska,
Supervised Correspondence Study from The
University of Nebraska
In 1929* the University of Nebraska, following the experiments of
Mr. Bari T. Platt in w smell high school at Crook#toc, undor the
guidance end direction of Dr. A. A. Reed end Dr. Anuta 0. Broady, began
developing correspondence study courses suitable In the many essell two18
"
11 '
.. 1" '" ’"""
Report of the first International Conference on
Correspondence Iduoatlon. Department of SAuoation
Victoria, B.C., p* 66.
AyIbld, p. 87.

—

«

—
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end ttoee^teseher high eehooln within the state.
It mast b» noted here that whereas the original Benton Harbor
plan served only on® high school end that th* correspondence eoureon ««r*
purchased from private correspondence schools, the Sebreeka program
wan to become *tt te wide end was to serve m m

other etetee end that the

court** were to be built at the ffolverelty on the basis of esperimentel
work performed*

Beyond this 1# the isportent point thet ell the courses

prepared were developed epeelfttally for correspondence classes at the
high school level.

This is the distinct contribution of the University

of Nebr> ale to the cause of supervised correspondence study.
In 1930, hr* W* Sm o*slock, then dean of the feathers Collect* bed
begun negotiation® with the Carnegie Foundation for obtaining fund# to
aid in the experimented end development!. 1 work necessary, if any progress
was to be made in adapting correspondent* study to school use.

the

Carnegie foundation for the Advancement of Teaching end the Carnegie

Corporation appropriated 15,000 far this jjurpose.
the phenomenal growth of the Hebraeke project for supervised high
school correspondence ie evident from a glance st Table II.
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Table II

Service** Pondered Through Supervised Correspondence
Study by the University of Nebraska
(Table furnished by the Oniv iraity)

wo. Se
mester
(’
-oursee
Avail
able

No.
Schools
Served

1929-30

01

1

14

1930-31

a*

ft

46

1931-322

3

34

132

15

1932-33

25

67

203

108

1933-34

41

123

427

UO

1*34-3?

64

220

862

1,629

1935-34

73

296

1,121

2,355

3

3,503

1936-37

98

362

1,231

3,380

4

7,716

1937-38

117

408

1,472

3,2473

5

7,0393

1938-39

120

465

1,3724

4,639

6

9,961

1939-405

130

500

1.575

5,500

7

12,000

School
Taer

Courses for
No.
the Improve
Bugle*
ment of In
tretion* struction

No. State
Correspond
ence Centers
Served

*Th# eourues uead these two years sere the regular
correspondence courses »nd not supervised correspondence
.study courses.
*C&ZMgle funds available for the first time.
^Publishing houses, begun furnishing ©ours s.
end South X&kots started their own correspondence
xcenter* with « direct lose of orer 300 registrations,
'Thee# figures arc spproiimet*.

Courses
to Cor
respond
ence Cen
ters

Tho eatlsebed one hundred thirty course®. now fcvsii&ble include*
the following:
agriculture

Agronomy
*ula&i husbandry
.Poultry
ftneticei Arte

KittU SCO^MICS
Pood Study
Clothing Construction

ua m m m
first Year L*ti»
Second Ye*r Latin

ART
Art
S^inalng lr&wing
Me&terpiee©»
MooLt nic?-,! Brewing
Show-Card Writing

m m m m MummmT
£«rvic« Station Operation
CUiiaeKClU* ARTS
Advanced Typewriting
Xl«tt«nt<;ry Tyoerritiag
JKleraentnry Shorthand
Bookkeeping
Junior Business Training
Office Practice
Cow«rei&l J>*
Kauai
Minth Orade English
Tenth ©red® Buglicfc
history of Jfoglieh literature
history of Amerioea Literature

ukmm^nce
Mfiottd Algebra
Trigonometry
Solid Oeeaetry
Business Arithmetic
Adv need Arithmetic

General Mathematics
MOUC

Begin® lag, Piano
PRACTICAL ARTS

Practical fe.m Sheetsetsl
and Blrck&althing
Beginning Woodwork
One Engines
M o d e m Automobiles
Diesel Engineering
Hoof framing end The Use of the
Carpentaria ttqn&re
PUBLIC SPlAhlHO

Short Story Reeding
Speech Training
Contempernry Drama
effective Businote Correspondence SCXK8CX
m

w

i

Etiquette

Heeitfcfui Living
General Science
Biology

SCI mci (continued)
Chemistry
Physic*
Botany
Astronomy
Geology

SOCIAL scimcs
>re«hsM»n Orientation end
Guidance
World History
American History

SOCIAL 9 S W K X (continued)
Economic Geography
Economics
Self Pltonln.; end Self
Minting
American Ideal*
ancient History
Ilementery Civic#
Advanced Civic#
Consumer Education

These oourse# ere being sold to et least six state center#
includingt

The extension Division of the University of Colorado}

The Extension Division of the University of Michigan} The Department
of Correspondence study of the Horth Bekots Agricultural College; the
Correspondence Study Department of the University of Oklehom®} the
division of Education, Mieeoule, Montane; and the Extension Division
of the University of South Dakota•
These supervised correspondence course# ®re designed for the
following purpose#*20
1. To incretee the number of subject» available.
2, To #«re for the irregular pupil*
3* To care for the student who has failed and who should repent,
but for whoa the course 1# not available in the local high
school program*
4* To care for the gifted child.
j. To establish a department for which u torch©r cannot be
employed, for example, Coccacrcic.1 Arts.
6. To provide vocational subjects*
7. To offer worth while courses to post-graduate# end adults.
6. To decrease educational costs*

“^University of Mebresfca Hews, Supervised Correspondence Study,
University Extension Division, The University of hebrwsks,
Lincoln, hebreeke, p. 1*

— ---------------------------------------------------------- n

9. To decrease the touching loud of the edmiuistretor or
of 007 teacher sto may bu overloaded*
10* To cere for tbs education of Invalid or otherwise in
capacitated students who are unable to attend nigh school*
11* To assist pupile during the suaner vacation to ssaKe up
lost credit or to sus* additional credit*
12. To provide educational means for incapacitated atudent a
•who find It impossible to attend regular high, schools.
The sources of financial support for the flebrsefc* correspondence
study program are state appropriation, revenue from registrations,

tnc the sale of courses*

In addition the fork* Progress <usd ?>iatret ion

has provided on annuel allotment.

Through the Univarsity of hebrssks

appropriation approximately |?500 is secured annually.

Registration

fee* are one dollar for each student for one to four courses*

In

addition e tuition fee of six dollars per semester course is collected*
an additional service chars* of one dollar and fifty cents is aede for
each course to student® outside of the United State®.
Through the Kobraaks Supervised Correspondence study plan*
lessons prepared by the University Extension Division end the Tsechsr»s
College ere sent to the supervisor at the high school, who passes them
on to the student*

The supervisor collect£ the completed lessons and

returns them to the study center*

b^n the lessons ere graded, both

the scarce »nd papers go beck to the school from which they case*

The

supervisor receives end mails ail lessons and provides regular periods
in tbs regular school day for the student to work on tho lessons*

He

also sees that the student worse steadily end profitably under favorable
conditions.
It is doubtful if the Ksbraek* program of supervised eorres-
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pond one» study is as efficient as tin t of Beaton ffc.rbor, Michigan
for the following reasons:
(1) The *a».ll schools nerved by this progr a prob bly do not
provide the sea* effective supervision end guidance.
(2 ) The equipment end general facilities urn not e»s complete.
In most eases the student works la the study hell instead of in *
special room supervised by « specially qualified teacher.
(3) Supervision really consists of clerical work end the term
m»y not be correctly used.
The Phoenix Union High school
Supervised Study Program
The Phoenix Union High School began working with correspondence
study about the seme time m* the Beaton Harbor High School is Michigan.
In the beginning there were just e few stuuents enrolled to stake up
deficiencies.

"About 19<6 the Board of kduc tion, upon the raeots&endatlon

of Ur. 1. W. Montgomery, Cuparittendent, gave full recognition

nd credit

for work done by correspondence students****
In 1936 the t»t« te Bep* rtmaufc of iSduc tion, the University of
Arison, the State Te<.eb&rs colleges at flagstaff end Temps, «nd the
High School Principals* Association, ell Joined in sponsoring the work.
Thus ae see e local movement, like the Benton Harbor pica, developing
into a state-wide project like the University of Nebraska program.
The first yeer of this set-up, 1936, the enrollment increased to
233.

The school has students from every county in Arizona and from

21

Preconventlon Bulletin. Intension Division, University of
Nebraska, Lincoln, 193&« p. H*
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several outside states#
There are twenty-nine subjects offered, representing almost every
department in the school.

Laboratory science, art, domestic science,

music, or mechanics are not offered as it is thought these courses are
not adapted to this type of instruction.

The instructors are all

regularly employed Phoenix Union High School Teachers.
The cost of correspondence instruction in Arizona is five dollars
per semester course and two such courses make one high school unit,
fifteen of which are necessary for graduation.
There is no state appropriation for this type of study in
Arizona.
Supervised Correspondence Study
in Massachusetts
The State of Massachusetts is unique in that it is one of two states
in which the extension division is a part of the department of publie
instruction.
"About ten years ago the Division inaugurated a
correspondence instruction service for the assistance of
school departments in (1) increasing the number of
available subjects by adding some for the teaching of
which the local teachers mu y not have necessary preparation;
(2) caring for special needs, such as those of pupils with
special abilities, with vocational or avocational interests,
or with physical, mental, or social handicaps; (3) offering
advanced courses for post-graduate pupils; (4) providing
instruction for pupils not able to attend school; (5) offering
pupils a means of making up deficiencies or earning extra
credits during summer vacation; (6) making possible in some
instances the elimination of small classes, the reduction of
te ehing load of overburdened instructors, and the organization
and maintenance of evening high schools."22

22
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Twenty-Fourth Annuel Report, p. 6

Altogether e toti-1 of 2JB corr^epoodor-ce courses i» tc&dsnlc, conaerciel
end t»cLiilet>i cubjsot* sJf* available.
cour&»* within the state ie slight.
statue.

fiowsver, th© demand for those

The course ere ua«d aore in other

The chargee for lesson cut toriale Very frees twenty-five cents

to two dollars and fifty cent* for a course of eight lessons.

"Tbs

total expense for course® suitable for supervised correspondence instruc
tion in high schools ranges from three dollars to fire dollars per
course of eight
Correspondence Instruction in Pennsylvania
PenneyIranis uses the t o m “directed correspondence study* to
designate the study of a correspondence course by s student under the
immediate end daily direction end count-1 of sn instructor, end
•supervised correspondence study" to designate the study of a corres
pondence course without the benlflt of the daily direction of an
instructor but supplemented by periodic conferences with the supervisor
on the problems confronting a student in --ueb study.

Both type* of

instruction stay be Wide available to high school students by local
schools purchasing courses and teaching services irom the list of
approved correspondence agencies*

ttiah t list has been prepared by the

national MvHse Study Council, Washington, b, C., &nd Includes approximately
fifty agencies each offering from one to s hundred separate courses.
All such correspondence study is to be provided by the boards or
school directors «s free public instruction and without cost to enrolled
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students.

All In ell this seems to he an adaption of the Benton

Harbor plan on a state-wide basis, each local school setting up its
own program and paying for its courses with the State Department of Public
Instruction supervising and regulating the work.
Correspondence Work at the
University of North Dakota
The University of North Dakota offers high school correspondence
courses in twenty-five half-unit subjects and six full-unit subjects.
These include:
Bookkeeping

Advanced Algebra

Commercial Law

Plane Geometry

Stenography

Solid Geometry

Typewriting

Psychology

English Grammar

General Science

English Composition

Biology

Literature

Physiology end Hygiene

Arithmetic

United States History

El ament ary Algebra

Modern World History

Citizenship

Problems of Democracy

The University in September, 1933» inaugurated the plan of supervised
study for students in residence in the high schools of North Dakota,

Under

this plan all contacts with the department are made through and by the
superintendent or principal.

This plan is similar to the state-wide

program begun in 1935* which is discussed in the following chapter.

____________________________________ ._________________________ jt

This University program also aervea many CCC enroll®## in
almost every state in the Union.
The cost of this service ie six dollars per half-unit courses.
The Montana Program of
Supervised Correspondence Study
Montane has one of the newest and most ambitious programs of
supervised correspondence study.

The 1939 state legislature created

a Department of Supervised Correspondence Study in the Department of
St te Superintendent of Public Instruction.

This made the aocond

such location of correspondence work in the Department of Muc-Uan,
the other being in Massachusetts.

A toted of ninety-six half-unit

courses are included in the program.

This program is alailar to that

of Sorth Dakota, which will be discussed in the next chapter.

The

St., te Department of Public Instruction, through the division of
Supervised Correspondence, paye for the ro ding, correcting, grading,
and follow-up oorrespondsaoe of the courses.
children is one dollar for each half-unit.

The fee for incapacitated
"Tor those «ttending a

regular high school and enrolled in courses cot offered in the regular
curriculum the fee will be three dollars for etch half unit of high
school work.

The t m and the postage are paid by the high school.

The state appropriation for this department in 1939 was $17,500.
Beside* the stats and local programs of supervised correspondence
study already discussed, mention of two more should be made.

The Stats

Board of Xdltcstion in Minnesota has authorized correspondence study if
2d
1
.------ r,"in"'--'—
r
.... .... —
Supervised Correepondenae Manual for Montana, p. 5

schools wish to undertake it, hut so fur there ha® been no enthusiasm for
the work*
new

Indications that Kleeoneic 1® seriously Interested In this

mode of Instruction ere apparent in s letter frons Mr. F. 0. Bolt2-*

of the University Extension

Division in Madison, in which he writes!

■Fhiit. yeer (1939) we ere trying out an experiment with
supervised high sobool study courses end we ere trying to gutrd
it very cure fully because we want to sc Intel* ths high quality
of instruction. We realise that unless the procedure is
oirefully gu&rded, the feature which is fund* men tel, that of
tetiCber-pupil relationship, is likely to be interfered with.
•At the present time we reelly c*n*t report anything in
the field of supervised high school correspondence work. I
suspect that e year from now we »ey b* able to give you sons
information that may be helpful.*
The Works Progress Administration end Supervised
Correspondence Study
The forks Progress Administration hi s been instrumental in
extending correspondence Instruction to both adults sad high school
students.

As already mentioned grants have been w de to the

Extension Division of the University of Nebraska to aid in extending
their program.
The University of Oklahoma has sponsored with tPA aid supervised
eorrespondenoe study since March 6, 1936.

The Works Progress Admin*

lstrttion beers ell the oost of administration, rending, correcting,
and grading the lesson paper®.

The University must furnish the lesson

outlines end record oerd&, end keep ell the records.

For the Univer

sity* a share of the expense, each student must pay one dollar for each

2^Letter from Mr. V. 0. Holt
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•sweeter course.

Shore were a total of 4,783 h i# school students enrolled to

ouch courses la 1938.
Similar progmae arc la operation in C d lfern ia, Idaho. Michigan* Mew
Mexico, South Dakota* and Virginia.

Most of those la tte r schools arc for

out-of-school adults including CSC earelleeo, VTA resident schools* and the
general adult population.

South Dakota is doing aero fo r persona of high

schools ago than the others of this group.

Here a serrioe Charge of can

dollar ie aado for oaeh oeneetor subject.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Supervised
Gerrespeadcnes Study
Advantages olained fo r really supervised correspond enoe study are given
in the following lis t *
1.

Provides a prograa e f studies extensive enough te serve the indivu-

dual needs of the pupil.
9, Permits the arraageaent o f a separate eurrioulua for each pupil*
9. The gifted student say proceed at his cun speed.
4. She slow student any talcs acre tine without becoming discouraged.
8. It io possible fo r part-time students te attend school.
I , Tor those persons unable to attend n regular school, work say be done
la a rural grade school or even at hens.
7. The individual learns to work by h iasolf.

Bo develops in itiative

aad independence.
8. The teacher-load say bo natexially reduced.
9. S a d i elastos con bo eliminated.
10. Greater vocational training is possible.
The shortoealags of this type of lodruetion any w d l bo sustaed up in
the following points!

that th« ttra "•uperrl#»d eorr«»pond«nca »%u4y" la a alaaomr la « U tha
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universities listed . other elate colleges offer sim ilar work.
Many of the courses offered hy tha above aohoda w o non-credit cowoo*.
Other* or* accepted for coll Ago entrance reqdreisantt only.
for graduation fren high school oh a U nited hot to.

9one nro accepted

fo r osnnplo* aorreenetid-

enoo work In Meins smst noot the following standardst
• ( l ) he nor* than two unit* of the sixteen required for high school
graduation nay ho procured in this wanner. (8) Cerreapondence couraoa
mat ha provided at the expense of tha local school comtUoa. (2) fro*
faranoo i* atatad fo r tha extension couraaa of tha Massachusetts State
Department of Sduoatien. Ocoasianally ether couraaa are approved proridad they «ro froa school# approved hy the national floo* Study Council
in iochiagton. 3.C?
Ohio ankaa a a ln llar regulation. *fho 'Ohio High School standard#* atata
that eohoola nay allow not aero than four aredlt* of eorrespondanee work to
ward* graduation.

Also ouch couraaa arc onaa net taught hy tha local

ached!.*2*

fha coat of thaaa correspondence couraaa variaa from tea dollar* par
unit court# at tha University a f Illin o is to thirty dollar* at Pennsylvania
State Collage.

Additional charges are usually aada to non-resident enrolleaa.

further dioadvantages are lamedlately apparent here.

These Includes

1. Sc auitahla study quarter*.
3. Sc euperrlaion.
3. So guidance la choice of subjects.
4. Bo equipment.
3. In fact, nothing hut loasen aetcrinlc and a center ta check lessens,
fha rest is a ll up to tha student.
Thua w* tea that some state* have don* a great deal la tha natter of
correspondence study and that other sections rattier frown upon the Idea.

26Letter from Harrison C. Lyaeth, Director ef Secondary
B&ueatlon* Augusta. Maine
^h otter from M . Shelton. High School Supervisor.
Colusrtms, Ohio

"he peak In this type of lastrootloa ho* jirofcskly T>*«ra reached m A %h« future
aill too on I proreatat of ©sitting faellltlot rather than an oxtoaeton of
Ihis type of work.
9oao of the state nnlrertitloe aai oeUeget w o beginning to H a l t aoro
and aero the aaeunt of took work oooentehle for entrance requlreaente.

Chapter 1X1
m m

oaiaoL

mam i& amm

imlot*

The Hasimin; of the Program
Credit for the inauguration of tho *t«te-swpport«d correspondence
study program la Worth itekotfc belongs to the Worth tekote Psraerc*
Union »nd particularly to Mars. Jerome jS-vaaean, praam t Junior Lender*
The hi fetor/ of the beginning of the work la t> reel huatcn interest
•tor/, replfetM with instances of horn.a «eekneBS and sturdy ambition.
Mr. Diehard C. Joyce,^ Secret*ry-Treasurer of the Worth ttekot® ferners*
Union writes la » letter*
•It so happens that the person mho was more responsible
for the high school correspondence study coarse then anyone elee in
Worth ttekot* ie our director of Junior hCueatian *s.t the present
time. She ie Mrs. Jerome hvunsOA end sseamed the reepoaslbllltiee of her position during January.
•Up until 1932 or 1933 the treasons lived on e f»r* a®( r
Lorthwood in iJr^nd Porks County. One of their neighboring
families Buffered an experience that was destined to be the
forerunner of this course. The wife and mother of six
children rat away with the hir.d men when the youngest child
wee only one and * half year* old. The older children coon
left home but the father o*r«d for the youngest boy by taking
hist in the fields, feeding him and mothering him in every
respect. Staturally, there grew to bo « tie between this father
and eon that ie seldom found.
•By the time the boy was thirteen or fourteen youre old
the other children had ail left home and he m e left to care
for hie father, -who by th*.t tin* wen • helpless invalid. The
boy did chores end other fern work wad got what schooling he
could. Shea he became high-seteaol age ho was forced to
attend the high school in Worth wood, which m * four miles
fro® the farm home. He rode to high school on his bicycle
1
-----------------Letter from Richard C. Joyce

end took ««*# of tel# father end the fans at ife* *g« of 14 .
But during the wlnt«r 1* we# elaost iEipoeeible for him to
Hoop up this p*ee oo h® rieited Mr*. tpaneon end pourod out
tel# soul to tear 40« stated tel# gre^t desire for *t leeet
an eleawntary edoe«r4on. f»he suggested that tee take
correspondence wort with the Uairerslty. The cost of the
course wee about forty-eight dollar# e»d ttee school dietriot
either refused or wee not in the position to pay tteie expense
for the boy, and since tee could not afford It hiaaelf, he was
unable to take edrfcnt«Hge of It*
•It m » thee that Mrs, teranso® explored *11 the
pofteibilltie# of ankle,., a high echo 1 «>duo*tiofc swellable
to young people io elatiler oiroumet&ftece.
•la 1933 ter 1934 the keeneons sored to Kelson County
to continue tte»ir ferwiag operations, end la Nelson County
they found m entire lamer#* Union Organ!m %Ion which we#
lacking In greed forks County, end they beeeae rery ectire
In the work. Here et le.it we# an opportunity for her dreea
to tee broached or perbepe endoreed by to organisation that
we# fct le«st resettles to the idee*
•One of the son/ project# that the farmer#* Union conducts
for It# young people 1# four-wloot# speech work. A# ttee
Nelson County fsmera* Union fell contention approached In
1934* one of the Junior# In Hr#. Branson** ooatannlty etated
that she wished to enter the speech contest but bed not teen
able to decide epos « subject for her talk. After discussing
the wetter with. Mrs. Sraneon, tbs latter gese the girl #11
the ides# she had on her theory of fro# correspondence study
•ork tad %h* girl prepared her talk on tte«t subject.
•It **# presented to the county conreatioo and was so
popular that a resolution w»* drafted by the county oxgen1 ration endorsing the proposal and recoaraeiiding that it be
taken up at the state consent ion to be held shortly. se
are enclosing * copy of that resolution. ttra. Oladye Talbott
Idwards, who was then the state Junior leader, attended
this Kelson County eonreatioa usd bec«»e rsry jsuch interested
in the project.
•In October, 1934* the proposal was presented to the
etete soaredtIon held In Jeeestowa with the result that a
resolution pertalaing to the proposal we# drafted end
usanlstously adopted. Ttett resolution Is else enclosed,
following the state oone&ntlon end before the 1933 legislature
set, Hr#. 3dwerde *nd £• £• Oreen#, who war* then state
secretary of the tamers* Union and * state senator, wet

*,ith ?. ». fhordercon of the eorroepondence division *t

the A. C. end Dr. Herbert Kenaon, who etc ot the experiment
atr.tion et the A, C., *ad disc-teed tfce natter thoroughly
with the®.

•The original lde*. th*t Mra. Ddwerd* bed wte that e
ninth ye&r of training could be offered in the rural schools,
?nd that such vceutiosal subjecta ee fans mensgeseat,
bookkeeping, etc. could be taught to young people who were
unable to nttend high school. Mr. Thordkreon and fir. H»»soa
were very noeh interested in the propose! end after this
group or four discussed it thoroughly, it ■*«» left to Dr.
Henson end Mr. Tttorderson to draft a bill. After this had
bees done, the r«u«ht dr.ft of the bill m m tout to
Mrs. Bdwtrde end Mr. Greene, mo with other teneere* Union
people hashed end re*h^shed it until they hud it in shape
for Introduction In the legislature, the chief spokesmen
for the bill in the Senate wne Mr. Greene end in tbs Honey
Hsrvey H. SolborK, ft yrrahtS fellow who we* ttstntsger of the
Turkey Marketing Aesocietion at that tia«, And lc now
iteeret*ry of the Colored© farmers1 Union.
"Donate Bill 158 , «c It was knows, was introduced in the
heacte by the Xducation Cowesittee, of which Sir. Greene wee
* member. Then the **«*«re* Union conducted a vigorous
drive, through its locals, for support of the bill. Ail
of oar locale were asked to draft resolution* and send copies
of the** to cur legislature and esc*tore fend copy to thie
office. luring that session this organisation spent most
of its energy an title fight for e free high school correepondwace and free m a th real object of the entire fight.*
The interest of farmers in Kelson County in this type of education ie
shown by the Iff.mere* Union h©solution of that county given below.
MULSGiS COUHTY KS50LU?I0M
.vo, the Termers* Union of Kelson County, In convention et
Petersburg, Morth Dakota, tale 6th day of October, 1*34 do hereby, urge
the resolutions committee of th* state convention et Jamestown to bring
to the floor of the convention e resolution to bring the Correspondence
Courses in High School Subjects of the State University, and other
etfate educational institutions, free of ©««.rg* to those rural boys and
girls who are not able to leave hone to attend high schools in town.
That the expense Of these course* be borne by the st&t# us in home anker
work And extension work. H feel tbit the high school education of our
rural bays end girl* is being sadly neglected espetlftllf in then#
distressing tinea and we believe that they should be given c-ptci oppor-

4ft

tunitJ.os with the to-sn boys and girls. Only through free correspondence
work e&a they be gives this opportunity.
(Signed)

Mr*. Jerome K. kv«B»©n, Chair-an
Beige Johnson
L. B « Tweed

Hat the Termers* Union of Sard County was slco behind the drive
Is evident fro» their resolution too.
th*

* m > couhTT jtieoumo*

ffi&KSAS, due to the depression sad drouth condition®, the sw Jority
of our young people In rural communities have been deprived of * chance
to get e high school education, and
#B£KiA&, the State Agricultural College b*« facilities for needling
e correspondence course in high school subjects,
Therefore, be it resolved that we, the aceibe e of spring Lake local
Mo. 1134.detansd that the legislature of North Dakota provide for *
correspondence course In High School subjects, for fare boys end girls
who ere un? bio to attend an Accredited high school, to be financed by the
State, and that upon completion of this course they be given credits so
thf.t when tines get better, they will be able to continue their education.
Be it further resolved that the National Study Topic of the Farmers*
Union be made & pert of this course e« well e* the regular high school
course end that any pupil eoa^leting this study course be given credit
for sene, end
B« it further resolved th-t s study of the principles of cooperation
be »*de a part ©f our eoanon school course.

In the state convention of this fern group the sane year, e strong
resolution

was

drawn up moose-sending such correspondence work for the

fern youth.
«r*T8 cornmnoa x a m u m o *
m m X A S i Under present economic conditions the educution of rural
boys and girls is being sadly neglected; and

MiltaMStt several of our state institutions of higher learning offer
correspondents courses in high school subjects!
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THXKOOBS, be it reeolvedt tb&t *e urge fchut correspondence
court?-.s in high school wubjcetat ilk* th» extension service, b» a»e*
KVelloble fr»« of charge to rural children, so long *-s recipient* of
aeid courts* ccti«f»otorily cffpenr to be expending proper effort cad
dolag satisf&ctory work*
BE X? fUFfftSJt resolved, *h*t suot studsett write their tXv.nl
erroalsittioet under tho supervision of the county superintendent for
tuck work «s received setleft?story grades.
Xt is interesting to mote the suggestion that these students
write their final exastlnuttone uncer the supervision of the county
superintendent.

In the progr< s resulting frc« the sponsorship cf tbie

organization, this particular recomendetioa *.-■* not followed*
*

aemta Gill ijki, the eo-culiud high school correspondence study
hill w e passed 1a the 1V35 legislfcturt; end eu expropriation of
#40,000 was atnde for the work for the blenniutu. fhie hill etetee*
fiec. 28V. The State of Borth Gekote shell provide free
correspondence courses for Berth liekote children of high school age
under the rule* end regulations herinAfter defined*
(e)
A complete hi*h school curriculua by correspondence shall
be hot up by one sttte institution of higher le*rni% to bo deelgnateo by
the Bof-rd of Idsinistretlos and the neeee -ary j&nchiaery shell be de
veloped ft e*ld institution to curry on high school instruction by
correspondence on u high level.
(b) tinny child living la a rural ootsesnity in north Dekotu shell
upon cojsspliRuoc with regulations of the 6t*te Pepsrtment of Public
Instruction be entitled to the full benefits of tbie net up to and
including the second year in high school, o»d »a*o the third end
fourth yet re if epsce eeeosnudetion is sveiieblo it >«• ioceJL school.
(c) 411 pupils choosing to cone under this &et shell be required
to continue to attend their local district school end study their
correspondence lessons under the eupsrvieloa of their local public school
teacher, which neons* To:t the pupile will be furnished with free
deek epoee in their respective school districts; that they *111 attend
school-regularly end be under the easts disciplinary supervision of the
be*cher &e the grade school pupil®.
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(d)
It shall fee tho doty of said teacher to see thel acid pupil*
•bell complete th<»lr correspondence work, is accordance with the rules
(i&d rsgoletlo&e &a% up by the st*t* director. Sell rural touch* * shall
well the written reports of their high school student* to ths
institution carrying 00 eeid earrespondenc® w r k la Meovdesse with •
schedule set up by the director*
(») la order to provide ea enlarged curricula® for orgentrsd high
schools end to ellxiast* very swell feed expensive classes la the high
schools of the state It is hereby provided that students get in their
local school courses which ere available by correeponleace, under this
set, shell h w e the right to enroll in said correspondence courses under
the seme regulations s# govern *aroli*ent* in the rur 1 districts*
(f) To provide high school, courses «t hone for pupil a who nre
physically unable to attend school, la which esse omw of the parents
shell become the eupervising teacher.
(g) Correspondence student# cowing under t.ui# act shall be required
to pay for tueir own boons ana materiel need, and to pey one dollar per
subject to the supervisor together with neeeseery postage on reports
cent for correction*
Coo* 290. Ill enrollment* under this act shell be certified to
the proper institution by the county superintendent of schoole.

6«e. 291 * It shell be the duty of the local teacher, the county
superintendent of schools, Stats Department of Xdusetisa and the
State institutions to co-operate to the fullest extent in aching the
educational plan successful#
see. 2 9 1 . m
at*!* ffi&wtm of m m a m m m x w m & m m
ShCQfl&JTT Jii-v'C.TlOJt ehull be appointed by the Board of administration
who shall determine hia Hu ilflcutioaw »na fix hie compensation. Mo shall
co-ordinate the eorrespondecce work of participating institutions to the
beet iaterect of the state with the aim of providing high school
education for every boy and girl in Morth Dakota capable of receiving
such instruction, nsd who are eligible to the benefits of this act*
He shall asks annual report* to the S-s-te Sb.«jrtUt«ndsat of Public
Instruction end to the Ccaasieeioaer of Agrloultur* end labor, retting
forth the exact statu# of the project during the preceding year and
copies of said report* shell fee submitted to the legislature.
See* 193* AMBOf&lAtLQh* The cost of carrying on the correspond
ence teeming under this «ot shell be paid out of the State equalisa
tion fund e# provided for in Chapter 229 of the Session l*»* of 1933 *
or sole amendatory thereof. All vouchers ehell be approved fey the state

birecwor.1

bee* 3 3 . VhetunFer provisions #r« «et*biistood for high school
work by eyrretspondeaee, the eoet of &uou work cu<»ll bo p*id out of the
e<pu.Jti***ion fund «e determined by the £a;.rd of *fctJici#tr*tio», sot
in *••**» of iAOjtwa.*'
The appropriation la mentioned epeelfieeJUy under the distribution
of the srt -t* ecpi*-11 action fane.
Thus »»« the progress originated in ttoe *t».to of Worth Dakota.
Shortly thereafter Mr* T. X. Thordareon was appointed et*te director
by th« Board of kdaiBittn tion upon the reoomtesd&tlon of the Farmer**
Union.
Then e»ae the imenee t*ek of putting into operation the pies
eoncaired by the fewer®* Union and epproeed and financed by the
elate of Worth Dakota.

The study center me* established rt the

.^grleultur 1 Golit<g« at Ftrgo.

In the neectiae on .dshiaietr&iive staff

feed * corps of teachers bed to be ongnehel; course® of instruction had

to be securedj end » generai plea of operation bed to be put into effect*
:

Thin wt.e ell aeeoapllehed during the miaaaer noaths, under the able
direction of the state director, Mr. Thordareon. By September, 1935,
enrolment* were ready to be accepted on » limited basic In elseen eaaeaker
course* including:
English X, First Semester
Mlmmntury

,

algebra. First Semester

Oenertl Science, First Semester
World** History, First Semester

*fiiS £

2*

feasfe M a i l S»BM5£A - ^ m l Uw».

"‘ibid, p. 2$.

1935,

PP .

1 0 S- 1 0 9
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Junior Buslaa** Training

XtagUsH i i . v i m 09M«t*r
EB^lisb III, first Sweeter
Pleas Ceemetry, J i m 8e«e»%«r
Biology, first Comootar
Typewrittag I
Bookkeeping I

By the end of tl» first seaeetor this list h«d boss increased to
treaty-four eitb additional courses lot
lagiiah I, Second Smeater
InglisJi II, Second Ssasesrter
laglish 1 1 1 , Second Smelter
Algebra, Second Seaf.ester
Geometry, 8#«o»d Semester
Oeaer&I •“'oieaea, Second Seasester
Biology, Second 3s®*star

*orld Sistory, Saeoad Sweater
U. 8 * History, first end Second Semester
Typing II
Bookkeeping II
Co— aereiei Arithmetic
These courses were * U purobneed from the yairereity of J&ebrseke,
sad ear* courses eepwcis.ly prepared for tble type of instruction*
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Need for the Program
A study of Table III shows only a slight need for a high school
correspondence program to help the eighth grade gradustes.

According

to this table, in 1935 , 1,115 or 9*5?6 of the eighth grade graduates
in May were not in high school the following September.

In 1936, 1,250

or 10.756 failed to go to high school; in 193?, 942 or 8 .656; and in
1938 only 631 or 5*656.

This shows that there has been a gradual decrease.

This number may hare been increased in 1939 with many schools being
closed or reduced, but at this writing figures had not yet been
compiled.

Of course it is possible that many older students not

included in this table would avail themselves of an opportunity for a
high school education through this program.
gained from a study of Table V,

An idea of these may be

Figures for Table III were taken from the

Twenty-Fourth and Twenty-Fifth Biennial Report of the Superintendent
of Public Instruction,^

Slight discrepancies in these figures were noted

in preparing the table, but still the average for the four years is
reasonably correct.

Further proof of the need of a state-wide corres

pondence program will be shown in the discussion of the purpose of this
program.

%wenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth Biennial Reports, Department of
Public Instruction, Bisnarck, North Dakota
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T«bl# H I

©redo toayurtions
sad Miatfe Or; 4# l&rallsjon*#

Ye»r

IhwriMir con*pieties fttfc
«**«•

Ho. enrolled,
in H. 6. tfee
tollowiag y#«r

lie*
MttClM&lS#

Tor eon*
in tsttenccnee

193?

11,758

19,643

1,U5

90.5

1936

U,7«0

10,530

1,2?0

89.3

1939

11,006

10, 064,

942:

91*4

1938

10,978

10,347

631

94.2

Tb« fvrpom of This Service
Tbs purpose* of tfel# project ere ll&fced in tb» veriou® cttporvi#**
eorrospoadesae# study balletic®

by tbo #*«*» ftudy center a#

follow#!
I* To tt#k# iil#fe school evoilcbl# to all f«r* boy® end girl#*
2, To provid* high oebool tniultg for disabled yaung.sterr..
3, To liter#### tbs mnbor of *ubj*ete *v«il»blo la high ecfcooie
4, To m o t IwKlfidvol need# of student*.
5* To ee.ro for irrufuUr pupil*.
6* To #*r* for pupil# «fco fall.
?. To Ofcro for the gifted child.
8. To provide V##»tiaa»l eubjecte.
To provide #peei«U»«d subject®.
10* To provide wortfevttilo course# for poat-grtidu&te ead «ltlt«(
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11. To reduce teaching load of over-loaded teachers.
12. To equalize educational opportunities for all the people of the
state.
This list is almost identical with those given for Nebraska and
Massachusetts.
At least four distinct groups of pupils ar© supposed to be served by
this program.

They are*

(1) High School pupils in rural schools, (2)

Correspondence pupils in regular high schools, (3) Disabled pupils,

and (A) Persons over 18 years of age.

The Peoples Education Bulletin

for August, 1939, had this to say regarding' these four groups*^

"Students who are unable to attend regular high schools
have the privilege of enrolling in supervised correspondence
study in high school subjects. They are required to attend
the rural school regularly where they study self-instructing
lessons in high school subjects.
Pupils enrolled in regular high schools in North Dakota
may enroll in supervised correspondence courses in subjects
not offered in classes in their high schools. The purpose of
this program is to take care of irregular enrollments, such as
pupils coming from another district, students who fail, and
exceptional persons, which are sources of everlasting troubles
in small high schools.
Disabled pupils from any cause and of any age have a
privilege of enrolling in supervised correspondence study and
studying in their homes, or institutions of healing.
People over eighteen years of age who are classified as
adults may enrll in any available supervised correspondence
study and study the subjects at home provided they arrange with
a teacher in a rural school or town school or the county
superintendent to act as a supervisor to the extent of giving
tests and examinations once a week. Such students are required
to spend a half-day each week with the supervisor at which time
they take the required tests under supervision.

Peoples Education Bulletin. Division of Correspondence
Study, State College Station, Pargo, North Dakota,
1939-1940, p. 2
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Table IV shows that 85.8 per cent of the enrollees were in rural
schools in 1936 ; 8.5 per cent in small high schools; and 5*6 per cent
were disabled pupils unable to attend a regular school.
the percentages were 59»1* 37.6 and 2.9 respectively.

In 1936-37,
No figures were

available for 1937-38 and 1938-39, but *. . • the enrollment, during
the past three years (1937-1940), has been practically equally divided
between the rural and the town enrollments*.5

These percentages were

worked out from figures secured from the Annual Reports prepared by
Mr. Thordareon and submitted to the State Board of Administration
and to the Board of Higher Education.

These figures indicate that

emphasis has been shifted from the rural pupil high school program to

an enrichment program for the small high schools of the state and it .yould
seem as if the intentions of the original act were not being met.

ter from Mr. Thordarson, State Director, June 24, 1940

Table IV
Classes of Pupils ^arolI<s4 1b Corrospondsne* Courses

Rural
ccboolc

Per
oect

Buell
High
Bohools

Per
eest

Bleabled
pupils

P«r
emi

Total

1935-36
Boys
Sirie

290
231

Total

5*1

29

16
20

23
65.8

52

8.5

36

333
276
5.6

607

1936-37
Boys
Girls

363
607

Total

750

£23
253
51.9

676

15
22
37.6

37

m
682
2.9
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B&rollee* over eight««a years of «ge eossprleed 6.9 per coat of
the Isat«d « W f U M M ia 1935-36, 7.5per sent la 1936-37, 11*5 par eeat
ia 1937-36, fc»d 9.9 per eeat ia 1936-39, (Table V).
high school y**re are *if*c ia Table VI.

i^aroUneste fey

It will be aotieeu tfeet

tier® ere dlserepsacie* bet*ewa figures ia Table IV, V, VI sad XIV
but this m r be due to faulty earoliaeat or improper *i«e*ifie&tia»
of ecrollmeatjs resolved.

5«
t m i t

kg** « f

Sumllft* III Sapwrriftftd Matt School
0orr»^ea4«tte« Soar*#*

1936-36

1936-37

xm~m

iwt-m

10 f o n

*

•

•

ft • ft ft

U

•

*

•

6 *

la

6 •

• IS .

*

13

ft *

.

01.

4 4 •

6 6 ft ♦ 4 ♦

14

*

6 «13t>*

6 ft ft

213 4 6 ♦ •

210 *

ft 4 4 *

10

*

•

*

200 ft ♦ ft *

297 *

•

4

16

*

ft •1 0 0 *

ft # *

240

4

209 «

*

4 6 *

4

•

4 4

17

# # *

60.

ft # •

1 6 3 # ft 4 *

316 *

♦

4 ft *

4

4

10

•

4

*

19

♦ 4 . 23.

20

ft

•

*

f * ■*

21

ft *

.

22

«

*

23

4 *

20

• • •

• *

20

» ft «

• 4 ♦ ♦

3 41 4 *

26-41

* 4 *

• ft 4

6 • 4 ♦ 4

•

• t* o> o» »

•

*

ft *

14 •

•

•

•

• 32 * ft ♦ ft

4

# «

4 4 #
•

ft

12 0 ft *

4

•

4

42

*

4

24

4,

♦ ♦

•

0

*

6 •

.

6.

4 # 4

2

•

»

4 ft 6

♦

4

4. ft * *

a

*

*

* ft •

4 •

«' 6 *

ft

4 » 4 a ft 4 4 * ft . 11

9 6 4 ft *

144

4

* 4

*

4

ft f

•

4 ♦ 4 ft •ft: . 6 0
ft • 6 6 ft

233

•A •

26 6

* ♦

4

376

4

4 ft

370

4

4

*

ft

23 0

4

•

•

ft

.

79

4

*

ft 4 •

70

4

4

4 4

6 *

*

• •

30

•

•

4

4

#

4 4

4

-• .

32

♦

s i

* 4 *

4

4

• *

ft # ft .

14

♦

4 li *

2

ft 4 6 6 4 4 4 •

S

*

♦ ft ft

6

4

2

* * 4 «

3

4 4

•

« 6 4 4

• • .603. 4 4 6 U & l * ft • «

for ««ot
oror 16 ♦ 6 .6.6. • • 0

a

13 «

4

ft «

Sot ClttMlflod
Total*

1 ♦ •

7.6 4 * * ♦

4

*

•

# •

4 6 ♦ m *

•

. 12
.

* * 4 4 * ft ♦ ft .

6

6

6 « 4 4 4 ft- * 4 * 4 * . 4
34 4 * 4 * * * ft *
117 • * 4 4

4

■4 . 21

4

4 4 4 ♦ 4 . 46
4

4 # 4 1769

1001 ♦ * 4

4

•

11.6 • 4 *

4

* 4 4 ♦ « 4 9,9

4
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Throughout tilts section it should ho re-sewbcred ttest facilities

for earn m rk is corr»*po»deac« ~«r-> already available *t the institu
tions of higher learning, but

bo

stmt© aid me. gives.

It is true that the cost of « ye? r*e *ork through these co reepochigh, yet much of the aechiaery w«® already hers,

hence division*

end sueh m r k could Jure been eitended *md the cost bora® by the state
as provided 1» the legislation of 1935*

It soul* se#a m

if the

Treating of this legislation *** enoth r last-see of the tendency of the
state to duplicate efforts.

fable TO
Tsar of Ei^h School of hnrolleee la Supervised
High School Correspondence Courses

1935-36

1936-37

1937-28

1938-39

First Tear

447

674

621

567

Second Tear

81

178

335

312

Third Tear

29

191

309

493

Fourth Tear

20

220

313

435

607

1263

1578

1807

Totals

Bos the Prdgrtos Operates
Supervisee corrsapondsnce study differs faros ordinary correspwdsaes
study la the feet that students taking their m r k by the foraer set hod
sake their contacts with the eorrsepondsnes cantor through e local school.
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The student fill* out the enrollment blank tuft has presmsbly
the guidance of • toucher in tfc* loo* i school in making hi* choice of
eleotive subjects.

This supervisor {local teacher) approves the

application »nd it Is sect to the County tfUpsrIntendwBt for hi* «pprov* 1.
Bo sends it to the lit?-to Director.

A raulttuace mrmr lug one dollar

registration fee for eaofc subject, twenty-five cents for Jteferenee
Library &«rvice, &»d fifty-cento for Tooting cud Ctuldance aatcrial
i« required each semester.
*h«n the enrollment h* a: been *.co«/ »d <cC « remittance in full

hoi been received in the Stoic Office, the materiel* »nft lessone will
be nailed to the supervisor.
In the Iocs 1 schools the supervisor is an important factor*

The

duties of the supervisor are given in the People** Education Bulletin*
Published by the X^partacnt of Correspondence Studyi
•The supervisor is expected to study the instructlone,
to keep an attendance record of the pupil, Mod to help
hla et the beginning to learn how to follow staple
instruction* explained in the first pert of •< eh lesson
book in regard to audlieg in lessor,a, etc. fie a m c o n d u c t
testa end examinations. The supervisor is not supposed
to give any instruction in subject actter, but he ie
expected to encourage the student i£ all hi* educational
efforts «<nd eabltloc*. Correspondence pupils ere under
the etae disciplinary rules end regulation* a* the other
students in the school*
In regular high echo Is the supervisor has the
responsibility of holding the pupil to « regular study
progrnau faa correspondence course becomes part of the
regular high school progrum, und before & pupil is
accepted he agree® to study en«h course two periods a day
in school* huoees* of this project in the regular high
schools has depended almost entirely on the enforcement
of this study requirement by the supervisor."

1 b the natter of choice of subject*, it 1* readily epp<rrsut that
the student auct fet.ee else count* *1 in staking such choice.

Zi i»

doubtful if »e»y of the rural schools hove touchers ,«alified end
experienced to be of such feeip,

Usually the choice 'sill be that of the

student elono.
The Iocs*! school 1* to provide eeltable study suertere.

In the

css#11 high schools this is possible, but la the 0»«**ro«® rural school
it will, be difficult to provide good worklag soaoltloaa*

* h m the supervisor receives the study aeterlslc for hi* students,
hie *ork feegino.

Me wust study the instructions sad help the student*

get * start la the ©orresjwjace&es lesson*.

Ones egela it is doubtful

if the average rurt-1 teacher M«a the ti»* o r r,.u£iifleet lone to be of
»uot> assist*aco to the eorresponceec# student.

Ms does cot te- ch the

subject, but fee anct bo at head at all tiw»e« to guide the student's
Rork.

Ms SMSt see that tfe« student Mat « definite study progr**.

It

would be difficult for a ywuag high school gr duets with little if
aay college training or tckcfeia® «us.p«ri«nc* to »id the student over the
"rough spots.* Oiler better tfcaa average condition® the picture *i.sbt
be much brighter.

.Let u» »&y the rural tseeber or supervisor fees had

two peer* of soilage sod t*o years of teaching experience.
hi* regular school work is sot too pressing.

Is addition

Is fees oaly five or ten

grade pupils end most of all fee is intensely interested in uic high
school correspondence students.

Under these conditions suefe night

conceivably fee done with. Mortis Safcote supervised correspondence
courses, but it is severely doubted by the writer tb t such conditions
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ere common is the »te*e efc tfele tine.

there 1* further i«ug»r that

the rattier pupil* at*y is neglected.
la the small high eefcoola *h« situation 1» aonewhot better*
len-s* th<s tee.eh.er* »r* legally (juellfled high sofeool to*obey®.

A*

there

*r© easts imbomtmrf nan liter ry facilities, east the period# run on e
40 or 60 minute »©te»4«I«*

Bus eves tear© the t« aiier# a«y tee crowded

for time on* the mrrm-g&sttimm student* neglected,

Much la either

«&«« lepsad* oa tea® atteltad* of the teachers toward fiupervisafi eorreepoadeso# study *nd sh© tts»« they m j here*
-eb1a the supervisor kt« presentee th

l**«oa materl*!* to th#

student, he ft*fteree th®* eneor&lng to the printed directions.

Shea the

!«*&©»« ere eo»piet*4 the student fill* out en ©ndoresnent erejpe?
sad the lesson# ere seat to the study center for correctioa tad eritlelaa*
Copies of the enrollment bleak end eaoore««»»t wrapper ere included ia
the appendix.
Hhea the leeeei* reseh the study eeater, they are checked tej* the
study oe»t©r teeohers.

The corrected lesson* <»re returned to the

supervisor wbo file# Mien ia * portfolio.
thee* paper* at eay H i m , hut he is act to

The student ha* neeeas to
the lessons indefinitely,

fttsn e eonree a* » b©#n eoaplet** th« supervisor i« to destroy all the
paper* la the prseene* of the student.
of finished lessons.

All of this is to prevent the misuse

Hero again the yeepoaeihlUty of the super*i»or

is clear.
Table VII .gives the masher# of full-ti«« teacher®, p*rt»tiae student
assistants ana the office personnel or edminietretive staff.
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Table ? n
Staff of State study Center at Fargo

Tear

Atainetretlve staff,
£1roetor plus

Full-ti®* Teeefcere

Pert-tin* Tenthere

1935

3 Gierke

10

1936

3

•

13

U

1937

5

•

15

15

1933

6

*

20

12

7

A» &n ale to both pupil end eup^rvieor the etucy leegone &re ell

divided into unite -tod time Health ®r« glean or each unit »o that fed©
pupil «*»y gee definitely if be 1« prooesdl^ seeordia* to schedule.

In addition « lint eetoedui* i« uauelly
during the ym r .

amt

out by the study tester

A eeaple of each « t la « eene&nl* le given on the

next pitge. (ffebie Till).

u

tmx m i

mm mnumLi
test.

mtpmnmsD oosxtmmtaMM <mmm
(first Sanestor 1937-38)

iggggg-L —

frtfttma Gnus. A Goep.
Sephouer* 3i»a, A 0on$>»
Junior Gran. A Coagt.
Senior Oran, A Comp.
Public -Speaking
Journalism
Algebra l-x
Business Arttnaetic
Plane Geometry III-*
Balia o«MMtay Till-*
Trigonometry 7II-*
Genasal Soisnae III-*
Biology V-s
Astronomy
Healthful Uring
*arld History III-*
U.S. Matary 7-*
Soonoules Xl-x
Olriii
SJeononio Geography
Ca*»®raiAl lews
Junior Bualnesa Train!**
Bookkeeping
Typewriting X-*
Typewriting III-* (Advaaaed)
Shorthand f-*
Offlae Praatiaa
food study
Clothing Gonstroatlen
Poultry Husbandry
iMdlac far* Anlml*
Beginning Art I-x
Show-Card writing
Monel XDgtneerlng
Gee :;/ngis«#
Service Station Operation
halt*

f unite
< malt*
2 unite
4 Unite
ft unite
10 unite
6 unite
3 1/3 unite
4 unit*
3 unite
ft unite
ft unite
3| unite
3/4 unite
7 unite
2 3/3 unite
Sf£ unite
3 1/3 unite
3ft unite
3 unite
ft Unite
10 1/3 unite
9 unit*
11 lesraaa
11 lessen#
14 unit*
11 mil*
2$ unite
3 unite
4 unite
3 3/3 unite
a* unit*
3 unit*
4 unit#
ft unit*
3 unit*
3 unit*

Z t o

7 unit*
ft unit*
4 unit*
fit unite
4 unite
14 unit*
ft 3/3 unit*
4 1/3 unit*
6 1/3 unit*
4 3/3 unite
7 unite
9ft unite
ft unite
9 unite
ft unite
4 unit*
4 udlts
4 1/3 units
4 3/4 unit*
4 units
ft unit*
13 unit*
13 1/3 units
13 lessens
14 loosens
19 unit*
14 unit*
3 1/3 unit*
4 units
ft units
ft units
3 unit*
$ 3/3 unit*
ft units
ft unit*
4 wit*
4 unit*

Ml
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
Ail
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All

All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
Ail
All
All
All

If yen »r# Behind schedule la any snBJ«et, <!o
wore nark at hoae during weskenda and vacation*.

Son*
Don*
Done
Bona

Dane
Dene
Done
Done
Done
Done
Done
Done
Done
Dene
Done
Done
Dene
Dene
Done
Done
Done
Done
Done
Dene
Done
Done
Dona
Dane
Dene
Dene
Dane
Done
Done
Done
Done
Done
Done
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At

t m end of each semester tbs supervisor to required to send in

* Tim,l report giving attendee© figures, deportment averages, end so
forth.

A copy is inciuiHd in th« appendix.

Provleioc 1« else aade for

bow# study after school eloeee if the eubjeot is rot completed.
Credits toward high school graduation end entr&»c© to iutUtiiotf
of higher iacrelag ia North Dakota arc issued u^oa satisfactory
cowpletion of the eour»«*.

The rate of completion of tbs courses h« »

been from 75 to 80 per esnt ss shown below, according to the center*®
figure*.
Bates of Completion

1935-36

1936-37

Total Enrollment
by subject*

2,087

1,569

5,063

6,13a

Total Number
Subject* Completed

1,583

3,666

3.986

6,226

Percentage of
Subjects Completed

76

75.3

79

80.5

1937-38

State examinations ere not given to the students.
criminates egeinst the regular students in our graded
sehoole.

1938-39

This die*
M

consolidated

It ie unfair that students in thee* regular high school*

should bo cospell-jfd to take these extinctions when the correspondence
etudonte ere not rc wired to do *o.

Of courea requiring »t-.t© ex*®!ac

tions would leeeen the flexibility of the correspondence program ms e
more or lees regular schedule would have to b« followed, but it #<#««*

9?

«A S ti XI

Subject

for tt» north Meet* Supenrieed Rt«fc scfeeei Oorre^oa*eaee yrogr**
1938-98

M m llm m l*

■■.■aVi*gt

ieeteor flnroU«4

for feet

I®Mgll*l* X« M w l «*A toftoeft Sweeter . . . . . . . . * * M X

30.9

XI* Ftret *»4 ieeoai Sweeter* . . . . . . . . . 109

$.1

SIX* ftret

99

8*8

Seweeter • • * » « « * . . ■ • «J81

13.4

Jfftifcfe* FIret mad

m

A ieeoaft Sweeter . . . . . . . . .

»m m *4

Seoeetry* first and

23

1*1

Co<.«*retel Aritlirrtie* * . # # * • * » * • « » . « * * . X9f

8.1

nm m A

S«M«t«P. . . . . . . . . . .

Oeeewki Seteaee* ftret end Sweat sweeter . . . . . . .
First

and

Seeoaft Seeester . . . . . . . . . . .

®erXA Hietory* first eaft

2M

ll.l

39

1.7

Iwiter ............ 391

U.4

0*3. ateteff* first *»4 sm m d tweeter*

19

.9

fueler aeslorse fretutftg* ftret seweeter . . . . . . . .

26ft

12*4

tffttftft I * * . . . * * . . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

28

1*9

taffies XI. # • * » * * * * « * # * # » » * * * • * * ■ * # *

f

*08

Bookeeplag X sa* XX. *

. . . . . . . .

* 93
sTBIf

1939-3*
♦ e ft ft ft ft ft * ft ft *92
t 4 ♦ ft ft ft ■ft # ft ft 339
* * ft * ft ft ft ft ft ft U S
4 * e ft * ♦ ft ft ft ft 8ft
• « ft ♦ ft ft • ft ft ft' 28
* # ft * « « * ft ft ft ft
♦ * # ft « ft ♦ e ft ft 314
Algebra . * « » • * • • • > • » «
Oeeeetff . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ft 9 ft • ft # * 0 • ft 39
e # «< * ft ft ft ft ft ft n
:«U4 ®eeeet*y * * * * * * * * * *
•ft * ft e i ft ft ft ft •ft 2
frl«MHMttetrf . . . . . . . . . . .
Bueineee ftrtttaneiie* . . . . . . . ft ft ♦ * # -« ♦ ft ft' ft t 139
Oeoerel Selemee* « « • • * • • • « • * * ft ft « « ft ft ft ft 399
Helen1 * • • * • » • » * • • * » 0 # # ft # # 0 ft ft ft ♦ lift
Aetronosy. ................. « * e • • * * ft # ft ft 12
fioftltftfyl {.irlse * * • * * * * * * e e ft e # # « ft ft ft ft 189
ferli itstory. * * * • * * * » . # ft * * ft • e • ft ft ft * 499

Sefttlefc . * • * « « . *
Seyfeoaore Sa«lt«ii . . . . . . . . .
fueler Seftiitth * • • * • * • • « .
Settlor MttiUeh * * * # . .......
futile Sreefcta*. « . . . . . . . .
feweeXtege • « • # • • • • • • • *
frmtiimm

*
e
•
•
♦
♦
♦
•
*

19*2
8.2
1*4
.7
*4
*1
8.8
*f
.1
*04
3.9
?.*
2.7
.9
4.9
9*9
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tout o c m v m o

^?MsL

sufrinot

\Sntted S U I m History • • • . . . « . . * * • • . * * * • •189
Sw m w Ai i • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 9
Ctries . . . . . . . . . . . . .............................. . . . . 43
C m uretal I m . ...................................................................... 48
Hoonoaio Geography...........................................
< r «U r Business TndBlai.
....................
.374
typewriting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .844
Shorthand , . • • . . . . . . . . . . • * • • . . . . . • • 8 4
Bookkeeping...............................................
*«ginnliig Art . . . . . . . .......................... . . . . . . . 38
Show-Card W ritin g................................................................... 18
7m 4 Study.
....................
.8 7
Clothing Construction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. 88
Pool tty Husbandry • • • . • • . • • * • . • . • • . . • . . 8 0
Antoni Husbandly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. 35
0m t y l r a ............................................................. . . . . 82
Physical Xinoetlon. ................................................. , . . .888
4 .W

fig-fisal
3.3
1.3
.9
.9
1.3 «2
9.1
9.3

1.1
3.3
•3
.3
1.4
1.4
.4
.7
.4
3.7

1837-38
Preshran M gliih ................................................
*814
ophosore K n ^llih .............................................
Juntos S ofU rt . .................................................... ... . ...188
Senior Bngltsh ...........................................
45
Public $pwklni • • • • • • . . . . . . * . . • • • • . • • 3 0
JoUMMtllCtt ................................................... • • • . . . • • 3 1
I*tln (le t Teer)......................................
84
A lg e b r a ................................................................................ 119
Business ArIthnetlo . . . . . . . ............. . . . . . . . .178
Plane Osoaetry............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88
M U OeeM tlf. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 8
Trlgonowstty. . . . ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
general Science . . . . . ................. . . . . . . . . . . .347
B io lo gy .......................................................
147
Astroaesy
80
Healthful Living. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .158
«0rl4 K lste ty ........................................................................ 381
u .s. H isto ry ....................................
844
Seonittloe. ............................................................................. 81
Ctrl ................................
88
Coraeraial IsHt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4 0
woononlc Oeograday. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .108
Cooperative Marketing .............................................................. 8
Jualor Ruelness Training. ................................
.448
typewriting (1st year), . ............. . . . . . . . . . . . .189
typewriting (gag yenr}. . . . ..........................• • • * • • . 9 8
tfepewrtttmg (3rd l e e r ) . ................................ . . • • • • • • 1 4
Shorthand. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .148
Bookkeeping ...........................
.149
Office Practice. . .....................................
8
K r % ...................... ......................................

12.1
841.
4.7
3.3
•8
.3
.8

.8
3.3
3.4

1.1
.3

.1
8.8
3.9
•8
3.0
7.5
4.8

1.8
1.3
.7
3.0

.1
8.8
3.3

1.8
.3
3.8
3.9
.09
.4
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m s &i

.8
.8

Food A«u«r . . * , . , .
s lo th in g
* *
Foul, t t y * ............................. *
I M U g f« iB A n tn a lo , • .
M < w « l S ta g in o o rtn g . » , ,
Ono anginoo . . . . . . .
K n n rio o S tn tt® * G p » tn ti« tt
P h y s ic a l t4 m n ti< m . . • •

frtthwn sngliofc.
sophaaaoro &tgllsh
Jontor iagltsfa ,
senior itaglUfc .
i u apMktRc .
J o v n t lln . «
k tlft (lo t

,
.
.
*
.

,
,
,
*
.

,
.
.
*
.

. , , .
*

Latin (2nd T*tr). » « .
a««aMt (lo t tmr) . • .

Ogohro............
Bosinoss AHttUMtiO • .
F U m oeenotry • • • «
Solti OooHotfy . . . .
Yrlgonoaetsy. , , , , *
6on«rml iotonoo . . , .
Biology........ . . .
AiivoMMgr . . . . . . .
Bonlthfwl Using. . . .
i*orl4 History.......
8.8. History. . . . . .
tlvtu . • . . . . . .
sociology. . . . . . .
Boononionl OsogrnOy. •
Go^eparatlro SuDdiiag.
Jonlop Vnslnooo . . « .
Bookoaping . . . . . .
CocMwretol Sa w . . . . .
typowriting <l*tl , . .
typewriting <8»4) » . .
typewriting (3rd) • * .
Shorthand . . . . . . .
Office P'ootioo « . . .
Art . . . . . . . . . .
Show-Card Writing . . .
Beginning Drawing * . .

.8
.8

.a
.8

.1
11.4

.880
.880
.388
. 89
. 88
. 25
. 34
. 16
. .18
.330
.194
. 86
. 18
. 1
.3*1
.191
. 12
•189
.4*3
*388
.133
.109
. 13
.118
. 18
.441
.184
. 48
.31*
.146
. 81
.130
. 6
. 31
. 6
. 1*

9.4
4.9
4.3
1.4
.8
.4
.5
.2
.6
3.9
3.1
1.4
.3
.01
8.8
3.1
.1
2.9
9.6
4.6
2.0
1.9
.3
1.9
.3
9.1
2.6
.9
8.1
2.3
.3
2.1
.08
w
“"
.3
.09
.8
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t a b l e continued

Subject•

Number Enrolled

Pood S t u d y ......... . . . ...................
Clothing Construction..................... . •
Etiquette. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Harmony . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........
P o u l t r y ............................
Feeding Farm Animals ...................
Diesel Engineering . . . . . .................
Gas Engines. .................
Serrice Station Operation.
Physical Education ..............................

54
79
90
38
35
39
28
49
10

644

Per Cent

1*2
1.4

.6
.5
.6
.4

.7
*1
10.5

6,132
Mr. Thordarson states* in his Third Annual Report to the Board of
Administration*
"During the first three years of this enterprise the cost per
high school unit has averaged #12.00. On that basis a whole
year*s work of four high school subjects has cost on the
average #48.00 per pupil. At the present time the 6tete
allows the student aid of # 54*00 per pupil when enrolled in •
regular high school in another district. This, of course,
is only a part of the actual cost of high school education per
pupil in this state. In other words, the cost under the
supervised correspondence study plan is approrim: tely the same
as the state aid would amount to if the correspondence students
had had the chance to attend regular high schools, and there
fore in^reality the project has not cost the state any extra
money.* 0
Right here we see the inconsistency of the Farmers* Union in
urging a new program instead of working to have the cost of the original
program (forty-eight dollars a year as shown in Mr. Joyce*e letter, page
45 ia this chapter) paid by the state.

There is no saving to the state

in this— merely another educational agency.

Third Annual Beport of the Supervised Correspondence Study
Project, July 1 , 1938 , p. 4 .
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These items for if 35 and if3$ «**• be®*# on the fir#* s#f>r®FFiali«» of
140,000 and the 1939 budget (Table XI) is b« aed os the $100,000 blear,!*. 1

of the* year*

Table XI

Budget
from July 1, 1939 to July 1, 1940

Salaries

# 32,500

Postage

5,500

leaeons

3.500

Pristine

1,500

Student Supplies

2,000

Office Material

1,000

Iduoatiooel Aid

1,000

&iUi patent

1,000

Training end Field Superriaion

1,200

Telegraph end Telephooe

300

Contiagencies

500
#50*000

To II* 0* A* 0* for light, bent,
«te*

1,000

Allowance from the K. U» A* 6* for
t*.nlag eer« of all oollege extension
teaching end »®rrieee

1,009

# 50,000
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9? 1938-2® th« nljtel onrollnent «*§ wall ovar 9900 In 46

tabu

m m im m

frigonasotry ?XI*x
Solid Ooonetry IIII-i
Business Ariiteetl© IX-x
Biology Y~x
Biology VI-x
Cfcewiatry Y U - *
Chase! etry YI£2~x
Bot&ay XI-x
XIII**
0 oology XV»x
Balled B|«too History Y«x
United 6t; ten History VI»*
Probloaa of Ceaeor*«y VII**
Problea* of Bo#»er»«y till-*
Beowmiee XX**
Vocation* ad 8elf*?<UnniS£ XIII-*
Sociology XV-x

fooatlia® Fern Utiinsl# I*x
Soli ©a«#'»ffotio« XI**
W * m A m m m i t i g X 1 I-*

fe w * B fc M tio o te l Y o rk *w6d
Bleeknti thing I-*
d«« lagtaog XI**
Modern AtitowOBlioo XII*x
Diesel &tgine* XXX*s
Blosol
me- XXXI**
loaf fredng oad th»
of
the Carpenter*» Square XXXXBe&iaain* Radio I**
S e g lo n ln ..

R a d io _ X X »*

®»r»i#o Stntloa ©peretio* I-*
Oyorotion of «
Retell
Bus 4nee* >:xx**
Safety Srirlag
fhftitol Muesli on .for K u r d
School Pupils only

TABU xin
Pupil fcnrallasant by Count!©*
1936-37
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15
7
BO
19
39
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30
26
7
33
7
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8
8
16
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13
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19
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« » • »
Adorns
Bern#*
Benson
Billing*
Bottineau
Bowen
Burke
Burleigh
Cme
CertsH e r
Id ©key
Clvide
Bonn
Miy
Sswoae
foster
©olden VtUajr
©rend fork*
Qrent
©riggo
H*tting«r

i
9
3
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5
9
10
3
9
21
1
4
I
3
23
15
9
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16
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28
21
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18
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7
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12
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30
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21
10
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>0
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m
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36
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U
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9
9
35
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26
12
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In 1938*36,
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£4
U
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64
28

49
37

high eofcoole war* using the eertlee to enrich their

pxx>cr«iR»t la 1936*37 this Banker had laor*a*«4 to ISC l la 1937-36* 300
•ohoole were uelag eartoue course** *ad tgr 1938*89, 330 »*r* on %h# rolls.
risriito k m w m m *
The need for eoentioaitl guidance is recognised tgr the correspondence
study program in iforth %not*»
proem*

Paring the year 1030*40 * detailed testing

ha* twea worked oat to aid the high school pupil la his choice of a

I
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Ilf# ctr«*r.

A buttery of sine different teats «m» argeut/ed by Mr*

A. 0. hellfritsscfc, director of Kvaluation *cd Outdance*

Included la

thl* group of test* *»r« the following)
Cooperative Practice sheet— Copyright, 193V* by tho
Coopera.tiro Test Service*
Cooperative General Achievement foot— Port I. A survey
'feet In the tioeivl Studies— Copyright 1938* by the
Cooperative test Service*
Cooperative General eehlevecmBt Teat— Pert XX** A survey
feet ii} the Met oral &cleao««t F o m 0— Copyright*
1930* by the Cooperative Test service.
The Honaao«-»eleoe Teste of Meat; 1 Ability— Fora A—
Copyright 1931* by ?• A* C* Baason tod M. J. »ei*on.
Cciiioraie f#»t of Personality— Secondary* F o m A—
Copyright 1939* by £• W, Tiege, «• i. Clerk, »nd L. P. Thorpe
Progressive Raiding Teste— Advanced F o m A— Copyright
1939* by A* *• Tinge end «• A. Clerk
Prog resolve RU thesn tiee Test»— Advanced F o m A—
1939* by 8* *« Tleg* &ad *. », Clark

Copyright

Vocational Interest inventory— Co»piled by Olen U. Cleeton,
Copyright 1939 by Mcknight end Mcknight*
Pupil lnfometion bleak prepared by Mr* Rellfritsech*

At various periods during the y««r thee# teete were eteinistored
to ell the correspondence students by the euparvlsore in charge. A
detailed booklet of Instructions was seat to euefc supervisor ouking It
* ci-iple a*tt«r for any but the poorest teacher® to sdttinieter the
tests* These tests were returned to the study center where they were
scored end interpreted by erperts in tests end assures eats* *.bout
too months after the tests were given e&oh pupil received n aptitude,
achievement, end interest profile bused on the result®, tad « thirty-
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five p«ge <5uideae« Bulletin explaining the profile ted It* application
to each pupil** o»a guidance problems*
The difficulty here is th*t a t w a r n tcness frass tbs study cotter
asking it difficult to apply tb* result* of the teats to the pupils*
This r®aot*e«fiK a&y ie^d to csrele&anes* or Indifference on the part
of pupil, p« rente, end even tst oners uniee* tuose pereoas «ra stove
i
svereg© in accepting their responsibilities*

lor exsatple, the writer «sks4

the wother of one of bis correspondence students if be wight borrow her
druid* nc® Bulletin.

Her consent

instantly given together wit.', the

rtnurs, •isfce*ll probably never use it wnywey.*

This illuctr tec tb*

weefcest p rt of instruction or guidance by ssnil— the inability to follow
through with constant personal guidance*

This la not to be V i c e as

c reflection on the work don©, but i» rather an acknowledgement of tb#
difficulties Involved.
mother ».r^onent that wight be used by some is that too saich tine
is used in giving the tests*

Tbs tests were to be spread over a seek*#

time, eno r«fsuired about one hour o 4»y for five school days*

Certainly

no on© should begrudge tbs program this tsuoh time, but it is highly
probable that many overworked rural tsecMrc would not be eo charitable*
In spite of this inherent sesknees sue a s guidar.ee program should
be of ,re. t import*##* to every rural high school pupil end siso to
those pupils is our regular schools «s it is cert&is th* % very llttls
such work b«s been done in the scalier schools*

It a i m gives wane basis

of comparison between r«gui»r resident students end tb* correspondence

HO

gtudoats «» national norai& te*v« been etiJibiisnea tor st»«t of goo
teste.

It t« very likely that thl* p rtlouler service will be extended

to regular resident students la the »e*r future*

The fee for tfeie

service during its first y*«r « * one dollar p«r pu.il*

Eseh enroll*e

w»s re ulred to pay fifty cents of this ecofe «<««ster*
A copy of all the guidance aaetcriel* prspered by Mr* A* &• iiellfritteoh
is to be found in the appendix.
jSffect of the £ro&r«yn on the Untied end Consolidated Schools
Whfet effect ha* the et&te-wide correspondence progr * had upon the
subject offerings of the e?seli graded end consolidated schoole?

This

question intrigued the writer end eu sttestpt w*» nnde to answer it.

A

comparison vs« fttdc between the state exanlnotion* offered in these schools
in 1934— before the correspondence progra*— end in 1939— ‘four ye r*
after the progrt* begfttt*

The evidence produced by the e-craperlton is not

conclusive* but it dose csete to show that no great difference in the
subject offerings has resulted free the inauguration of the correspon
dence work*

(Table XIV).

The no*t popular subjects In the regular school ere likewise the
most popular correspondence subjects!

for extunple, Ueswrsl business

Training m s given in ldj of the 43d graded and consolidated high schools
in 1939t «»d 441 of the 6*13* correspondence subject enrolla©ntn were in
the sea® course*

The s&ne popularity holds for subjects such sc

hug11ah «nd hlutory

(Tables XX and XIV)*

¥A*L$ m

•ubjoot

n x m iw t lm *

O f f m I in Sorth

ft*fcOta &r**#«t aad Con*olidated ohsol*

Art
» W * study 1
B lbl* study 2

Cookfcoeping (1 watt)
aommtrotol Arithmetic
CoaaMnlftX bam
ftoo. ftoclaoc Training ( l unit)
Stenography 1 (1 unit)
Stonotfrafttyr I i ( 1 u n it )
Typewriting 1
Typewriting ft

21
64
61

B7
m

no

167
16

6
97
41

1939
Wo*
i'OftflOli

gS-cSSSs*«•

1914

XngUah I*
ftngUafe It
XagUafc Urn
Sagliah lift
Xnglftob 212a
rjislloh m b

Xnffltoh IV*
Knellah SVb
m ®w « Writing
Sp«ooh 121a
Orammr

4sm
m
m$

336
80#
m
U»
140
3¥
m
70

ssISIisSgfl

m o u rn

¥

MGftftftlf UmtAftSft
Frenofe X (i unit)
fraaOb 11 (1 unit)
7r*aah 1X2 (1 unit)
Carson 2 (l unit)
Goan* 12 (1 unit)
Xotuo 2 (1 u It)
Some 22 (l unit)

10
ft

9
3

16
10
¥

I
¥
3

40

id

El

ft

CLASSICAL liAWOtlAfttS
L?tin 2 (1 unit)
Latin 11 (Caaaar) (1 unit)

® «

--seSt:

**«»

»#■»**

»-

•cssSSssssSB
00

to

t&ftu Q o m m m
U34
SO.
school*
Haraoay (1 unit)

1

Psychology

1939
So.
ffohool*
1

27

m

8A3UJU1 SSI1MC1S
Igrioalture (1 wait)
Biology (1 amt )
dhemletry (1 unit)
General clone# ( 1 unit)
Geography- iooooaio
Geogrsphy-Physioal
Physios (1 unit)
Physiology end Hygisae

in

13?
180
42
192
141
102
7
74

4

4

14

18

2

2

62
$X
188
18?
181

Band
Glea Club
Mixed Chorus

A study of these tables dooo show the following! (1) that cost schools
are ittU offering the strictly aMdsslo subjects to the exclusion of vooptional sad trod* courses.

(9) That aaay of the eeureet ore not Justifiable

on the heels of anchor of fohoole offering thee,

la this oonnection it

eeeats that the program of correspondence study should do more to fill a need
la providing greater flexibility is the eohool curriculum* without adding
too maoh to the cost of education la the etate. However* the progrun cannot
he blasted if there ere were enrollments in eosoe subject* then ia oth re.
this mush It elear — that etate exnaia: tione ore offered ia subjects not
given by correspondence! naaely* la litis "tudy I and 111 Preach I* II* and
lilt Bore# I end III I*tin 111 (Cicero) and Lett* If (Vergil)i Cittsenshlpt
Surly »©rld Hitter | Modern forld History! InternatiCMml Relational Feyehol*

94513
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Ogpt J'hysiCftl Ceogrnphy, Physicst Band* Glee Club and Mixed Cfcorurj Music

Ai pyoclntSon and History of battle. On the eth r head many e<rar»e« not
offer©* in the etmU high school* »«y he taken by correspondence.

the*#

include! Plano Piny-inf., HoliB PlvlBft Appreciation ef the Short ate*jr»
Botany* istmnosry, fteolegy, Consumer

Muaeitlon,

Office Prectleo* Business

Correspondence# Fvootleel Wieenenetetp, MianMSefA fritiaci Itlquetto* 0«e
defines* Modern Automobiles* 0i«wl Engine** Beginning Sadie* Service S W
tlon Operation* and Operation of a Snell Betel1 Business*

In addition to

this the nw-fmr 6enersl % y 4 culture oeuree t« replaced by semester tub*

loots such es 3*oultry Husbandry* 3alry Production, Seine Huebendry, field
Crop Production# feeding fern Animals* Sell Conservation* fern Accounting*
end fern sheetnetel ork end Blacken!thing.

(fables H I and Xlf)*

Kgperlmeat&l or Pregressive Flgh noheel
An experimental high eohoel h©t Been oetebliehed «t the study center
to eld in determining change*
Legal

m

m$

improvements in correspondsue® oourses*

thorlty for suoh a eehool le Weed on th* assumption that the school

will help to determine the strong end week points in the stats-wide program*
especially la the handling of the courses of Instruction*

Sene would ques

tion the legality of establishing euoh n eehool no Were it no provision for
it in the present law. However* it serve* e« » sort of laboratory where
teachers o«a get fltmt-haad Information of the workability of their course#*
MeqhireamBte for credits are the same here as in the correspondence work.
Is November* 1939* there were 23 pupils enrolled la this school*

Some

ef these sere delinquent# from other «Wools* tome w«re working part time*
and others were part time college students who were taking ooursee to satisfy
prerequisite requirements at the college* and to get practical training In
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such skills as shorthand and typewriting. (Table 17).
Each student pays fifteen dollars per year plus one dollar registra
tion fee for each course.
TABLE XT
Enrollment-Experimental High School- November, 1939
Boys
Problems of Democracy VII-i
U. S. History T-x
English V-x
English III-x
General Science
World History III-x
Typing I-x
English VTI-x
Sheet Metal-Blacksmithing
English I-x
Etiquette 1-x
Biology V-x
Advanced Algebra YX-E
Business Arithmetic IX-x
General Mathematics X-x
Shorthand V-x
Physical Education
Typing II
Healthy Living I-x
Radio I-x

7
3
2
5
1
5
1
3
2
2
0
2
1
2
1
0
0
0
1
1

Girls
1
3
4
1
3
3
4
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
*2
1
1
1
0

»

Tot a:
8
6
6
6
4
8
5
4
2
3
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
1

•College students
Reference Library
In October, 1939* the reference library at the study

center was

ready to send out books to the correspondence students in the state.

The

Reference Book Club Catalog^ gives the following rules and regulations!

7Peoples Education Bulletin, Reference Book Club Catalog* Division
of Correspondence Study, State College Station, Fargo, North
Dakota, 1939-1940, p. 3.

1. V»t> Wole* sea? bo drawn nl one tiwo*
2 • toqpM»to for took® will to Wiled in the order la which they
arc r«oflv«At
3* The free loading ported to three weak* aftor too date marked
ta too took* A fine of toroo coat* per t o toll to charged
on each overdue took, Penalty oust to paid 'before ordering
another took.
4. 9ho took club toll pay the postage on book® coat to too eta*
dentf toe student it required to par the postage on toe tookt
back to toe oeator. The reduced postage rate to It cento per
pound* Mark toe protege "Hook* Oalr»*
6* The librarian toll render free eertoee to the beet of her
ability on Inquiries received free aenbero*
ft. deed core of booke it repaired*
to book* to t chow
abator# ueajfe toll be charged to nenbort*
la order to autfee tote book olub at least partially *elf»#upporfing.
each student enrolled it retired to par nft oeate per tenet ter whether ho
uses the faoilltieo or act.
A fine collection of hooka it available. including book® of fiction,
agriculture, art* Wography, batinots* drtna. e*»*ys, health education,
history, howe etonotoce. language (I*tin and Qernao) antic, poetry, practi
cal mechanic*, tel sate end aatooeatioo. tmrol and description, aad tow*
ooilaoeou* referatutaa.
The faculties hero arc ouch the tame at those already oral leblo
through the State library Goaaittlon and lit traveling libraries, cad it
toght be segued that tot* eonetitutee further duplication of existing edu
cational faoliltiea*

mrnua
■ fhit ie toe proftttkM of supervised ocrretpondeaoe *tudy at it he,* do*
veloped in toe poet flvo yeart,

This it to® program that ha* been criti

cised along these lineel
l. It duplicated existing educational facilities.
9* It i* ewer developed*

Too m a y thing* are being att opted*

Too

•any tournee are Being

ittmrm l»

3* fh* pregran It oiv®i-eMpha*i«ed and wnwadwrtiMd.
4. Standard* are lew#** toea in otf$«r Softools. the State Pepartaoat
doe® not hvr® enough oontrol. For ioatoao®* etud*»t® ere not re
quired to Inis# state enact5nation*. Heiitag It poesitle to toko
nil tel^h school wo rte By oorreopoadeade in preo«&eot~hrasking.
Mont ntntttn give omdit For only » few ooureas V correspond*noe.
ft. Fh® cost In too great.
Forth % ota In now nponding 180*000 *
poor <1935-40) for thin type of Instruction. Betraok* spends
oppnsiaotoi/ 17*000 of ntnto fund* m& a warlaMU a cunt fur
nished tgr th» federal governaeat through the fork s Frogman Adaiaistratiea. Arttone nakee no appropriation for thin work* tut
depend® aaialy on to® registration feo of fir® dollar® per eeae•ter suhjeot. Ionian* and® m appropriation of $17,000 for a
similar progress* British OoluaMa pmhafciy eoaet oloseet to
Forth ID*-,ot* ia her appropriation for eorreepcndaaoe work. toe
1530-09 appropriation for high aohool oorreopendeaoe work wa®
$39*510 and th# appropriation for adult edaoetion an® $7000.
It i* to® ®aa» pragma* ho*«w«r* that ha® named to® following reeognitioai
1. Initiative approval. Baoh succeeding Initiator® hat appropriated,
nor® money for enrsjrlag oa to® work.
3. Approval of to® State 2op».rt»®at. to® aooond Annual Beport of to®
Saperrieod CorrMpoadaam Study »rolect8give« to® following!
.

"In Jkwwsher of this nohool year. 1934-37, toe Sug* rtntenle&t of Futile
Instruction appointed a ooaatttoe of fiw® seheolaea to iarootigate to® Gerreepondoae® study program*
t,

thi® oeendtteo consisted of to# following!

Say Bogert. topt. of hohoel®, Carrington* north Defeata.

2n>0. toonpooa* Faria. of ft.S.* Grand ferica* %rto Btoota.
A.JU laat®, supt., Go®owltea* Berth Bogota.
Paul A. Magar# County $upt.« Stanley* %rto Wteota*
Vr. till* Profotoor of Soienee die®*##. School of Foraetry* Bottineau, B.Bek*
After thorough iwr««tlg»tien of the whole setup tola ooaaittee sutnitted

®Seoond annual Report of the ftapervloed Correspondence
Study Frolwot* July l« 1937. p. ft.

« wwy

report on Its# off i d

Joot.*
fill# «tH>t to goottlonofU toawtor* SoawtrttUono with aoxtort of lh#

oomftloo toroght m l the foot lfcs-1 tto

m tk

toi«c &®»# w*» #is.tls>f*otciy la

itself* tot ®h|frOll©m» mnr# ml»«A a# to Ih© ssetfeod# «qpl#y«A *nA the foil##*
lag #f the ImlalftltoB at 11 to» oxisteA*
3* Approved % tto ik 'X im tl tinlvmtrAtj? ^attention Aosooletlosu
the top*.rt*w»t of Corro#*somio»oo study It «t w*»tor of thl§
Atftooiwllon* which «ak#» lit credits accept#*!# to #11 Ito
leading anlweroitteo of A*w»!«#•

Chapter A
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOfiMlINDATIONS
Conclusions
As a result of this study of supervised correspondence in Australia,
Canada, and the United States, the following conclusions seem Justifiable:
1. If carefully chosen and judiciously administered, correspondence
courses might serve the following purposes in the small regular
high schools:
(a) To increase the number of subjects available
(b) To meet the individual needs of students
(c) To care for irregular pupils
(d) To care for the pupil who has failed and who should repeat,
but for whom the course is not available in the local high
school program
(0) To care for the gifted child
(f) To provide specialized subjects
(g) To provide more vocational subjects
(h) To reduce teaching load of over-loaded teachers by eliminating
small classes
(1) To equalize educational opportunities for all the people of
the state and thus give our small schools some of the
advantages of the large high schools*
2. Supervised correspondence courses might serve the needs of ambitious
disabled persons who cannot attend a regular high school
3* Sufficient well-developed courses are available or are being
prepared to meet the above needs,
A* In those states having study centers for serving supervised corres
pondence courses, credits are usually accepted. In those state
universities end colleges that offer correspondence work at high
school level, credits are usually accepted for entrance at those
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colleges* Hestrictions ere frequently placed on the number of
such credits that are acceptable.
5* Supervised correspondence study is individualized instruction.
This means that illness and forced absences are not so serious in
correspondence work as in regular classes because of the independent
and individual character of the work. The student picks up his
work where he left off before his absence, and proceeds without loss
of time or embition.
6. Vocational guidance is more likely with correspondence courses as
a greater variety of courses is possible. The student can secure
courses more adapted to his individual interests and needs. The
guidance program as instituted in North Dakota might be used with
effect if csrefully supervised in the local school.
7. Correspondence courses can never replace the regular methods of
instruction but must be accepted as a supplement to the regular
courses or, in extremely isolated areas, as a "next-best"
substitute for regular high school work. This is true for the
following reasons:
(a) The contact of pupil with pupil and pupil with teacher must
forever remain one of the most vital functions of our
educational system. Correspondence work fails to provide for
social daily intercourse. Such methods to overcome this as
New Zealand has provided, still fail to meet the above need.
(b) Certain courses are definitely not adapted to this type of
instruction, as laboratory science, art, domestic science, music,
and mechenics.
(c) Some courses require more equipment than can be provided. This
has discouraged the use of science courses in many states and
provinces. A few correspondence schools, notably in New
Zealand, have tried to overcome this handicap by making local
school laboratories available to the correspondence pupils
for short periods of intensive laboratory practice. Others
have attempted traveling laboratories.
8. The small high schools and the correspondence schools both find it
most feasible to offer the academic, college-preparatory subjects.
9* The cost of supervised correspondence instruction varies considerably
in different states and provinces.
10, The North Dakota Correspondence Program can hardly be called
supervised correspondence study as the supervision in most cases is
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inadequate. There are no full-time, specially trained supervisors
or counselors. Hie supervisor merely acts as agent in collecting
the work and administering the tests. He does not give any
instruction in subject matter.
11. Such work is likely to add to the burdens of the heavily loaded
teacher in the small school. It may lead to neglect of the grade
pupils in the rural schools. It is difficult to provide en
adequate place for work of this kind in the rural schools.
12. The cost of this type of instruction is as great now as it was
under facilities existing prior to the inauguration of this
program in 1935»
13* Records show a decrease in the number of disabled and crippled
persons who use these courses.
14. There is only slight need for correspondence courses to make high
school available to all the farm boys and girls in the isolated
areas of this state.
15. There is a tendency for the program to become overdeveloped
because of salesmanship. The appropriations have more than doubled
since its inauguration five years ego and one may question the
need for this.
16. The library facilities of the correspondence department duplicates
to a large extent the work of the State Library Commission. The
department also duplicates correspondence work of other educational
institutions.
Recommendations
The writer, after a study of the history and progress of supervised
high school correspondence 6tudy in this country, in Canada, Australia,
and New Zealand, would make the following recommendations:
1. Further scientific evaluation of the courses should be made
through the use of standardized tests by disinterested groups.
2. Another thorough investigation of the Department of Correspondence
Study should be made by competent educators. Any necessary
changes in the program should be recommended to the legislature and
written irito the law. This would tend to remove objectionable
features of the work being done.
3* All correspondence students in North Dakota should be required to
take state examinations in the courses offered. This would give
a very definite basis of comparison between the work done in the
correspondence courses and in the graded and consolidated schools.
Enough such state examinations are available for e good comparison
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even though the lists of subjects in the regular schools and the
correspondence school are not identical in every respect. Compelling
correspondence students to take state examinations would be an
incentive to follow the time schedules laid out and to finish the
courses on time.
A. A more efficient and effective organization of courses in small
high schools should be made. This should be possible through
the elimination of small clashes, alternation of courses and by
supplementing the regular program with well chosen correspondence
work where feasible, A combination of two or even three groups
of correspondence students under one teacher is possible*
5. Better guidance in the selection of courses by students should be
practiced as a result of improved curricular offerings and
vocational and intelligence testing*
6. Farm or village students who have no intention of going to college
should not need so much academic training even if this means
liberalizing the state requirements for graduation.
7. Correspondence courses should not be considered a panacea for all
our educational ills; neither should they be considered useless.
They have their place if wisely selected and properly administered.
8. The mount of work to be taken by correspondence should be limited
to two years of high school. Graduation through such work should
be limited to persons over eighteen years old.
9. The Department of Correspondence Study should be placed in the
State Department of -Education as has been done in Massachusetts
and Montana.
10. A final recommendation is that more attention be given to the study
of this type of instruction in our institutions of higher learning
with a view to better determining its actual worth to our
educational system. The tremendous development of this tyoe of
education is certainly not a mushroom growth. The final parting
word is a suggestion that our colleges and universities offer at
least a one semester course in the use of Supervised Correspondence
Study in Secondary Schools.
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POSTAGE SCALE

The Correspondence Department pays the postage
on correspondence papers returned to the student,
but students are required to pay full postage on
their letters and lessons sent to the office. As it may
often be inconvenient for a student to have his letter
properly weighed, the following scale has been
worked out as a helpful guide rather than an exact
schedule. (Paper varies in weight.)
When a lesson is written on the lesson paper or
paper of the same weight, the postage will be:
Postage
Sheets
(not pages) 1-4 - - - - 3c
Sheets
(not pages) 5-9 - - - - 6c
Sheets
(not pages) 10-16
- - - - - 9c
Sheets
(not pages) 17-22
- - - - - 12c
Sheets
(not pages) 23-28
- - - - - 15c
The Post Office collects a double rate for postage
not fully prepaid. The Department will assess any
such charges against students failing to pay full
rate.
Some students make a small deposit with the
postmaster so that he can put sufficient postage on
their lessons.
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APPENDIX C
DEPARTMENT OF CORRESPONDENCE STUDY
T. W. Thordarson, State Director
State College Station
Fargo, N. Dale.
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aar Supervisor*
Before we can pay registration fees to any supervisor, we mutt receive a final report
Also, students* rental books
st be returned to the State Center. If your student is studying at home after your school
>ses, fill in the home-study application on the reverse side of this letter.
yea him on his Supervised Correspondence Study students.

As soon as students* records are completed and your reports are
iheck for the amount of registration fees due you. If you did not
3ils during the entire school term, give us the approximate length
Ls capacity. We will appreciate your cooperation in helping us to
iplete manner.

received we will mail
have supervision of your
of time you did act in
close our records in a

If it is of convenience to the students to have their corrected lessons mailed to them
meetly they have permission to write their names, instead of the supervisors* names, on the
iorsement wrappers. This will save the student the trouble of going to call for his mail
his new supervisor*s home.
All of us in the State Center join in wishing you e pleasant vacation with lots of
>d luck.
Sincerely yours,
'ifl

State Director of Correspondence Study
SUPERVISOR’S F1KAL REPORT
1939 ------------ 1940

il* s name _________________________________ Address_________________________________
igth of school year (months) ________________ Date Pupil began________________________
iber of days present since February 1 ________Days absent _____________________________
i pupil finished his courses ? ______________ If not, what arrangements have you made for
to finish? ______________________________________________________________ _
this pupil failed to begin on any of the courses sent to him?

Which ones? ________

ortment average for year (Underline right word) Excellent - Good - Fair - Poor
ber of grades in school ___________________ Number of Correspondence pupils___________
e you destroyed, in the presence of pupil, all returned, corrected lessons? ___________
many pupils in your school are likely to enroll next year? _______ What improvements
you notice in this pupil during the year? ___________________________________________
there any complaints about this project? ______________________ _
r comments on our rental reference library __________________________________________
r comments on our Testing and Guidance Service
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GL 1

N O R T H D A K O T A AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
D EPARTM ENT OF CORRESPONDENCE STUD Y
T.

W . TH O R D A R SO N

ST A TE C O L LE G E ST A T IO N , F A R G O , N . R A K .

Dear Student:
Do you know what you are going to do when you finish your schooling? Have
you picked the kind of work you would like to do? Do yom know how well you
are suited for that kind of work? Are you planning your high school pro
gram* with your future in mind?,
\

*

'“

*

These are some of the questions you should be thinking about. Your days of
formal schooling will pass more quickly than you realize. How well you suc
ceed after leaving school will depend largely upon how carefully you are now
planning and preparing for your future,

1To

think about your future wisely you should first of all know yourself well.
You should know what your'strongest interests and abilities are,. You should
know your points of strength'and.weakness, your possibilities and limitations.

After becoming acquainted with yourself you should become thoroughly familiar
with the part of the occupational world that you seem:to -be especially inter
ested in. What opportunities does the field of your choioe offer? What train
ing is required? Do you possess or can you. acquire the training, skills, and
qualities this field calls for?
When you have chosen an occupational goaj. that is in keeping with your inter
ests, abilities, and training possibilities, you should start preparing your
self for that goal. You should arrange your high school program so that it
will contribute as much as possible to your future success. Your reading,
hobbies, recreation,, ahd. odd jjobev cart often be chosen to fit in with your
occupational choice.'

*

*

How' are you going to find the answers to all of these questions? The testing
and guidance service we offer can help you find the answers to many of them.
First of all, this service will help you discover your interests and abilities
so that you may get a hotter picture of yourself them you now have, A num
ber of questionnaires and tests will be given to you by your teacher, . These
tests have beon used in thousands of. schools in-the United States to help,
young people of high school ago discover themselves. Wo will* help you in
terpret the scores you mako on these tests. You will find out how; you com
pare with pupils of your ago throughout the country. Nearly all people are
above average in some things and below average in others. By finding the
things that you are above average in you v;ill know what fields you are most
likely to succeed in. To be most sue essful you should direct your energies
toward the cultivation of your strong points. Those tests will help you to
find out which they are.
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N O R T H DAK O T A AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
D EPARTM ENT OF CORRESPONDENCE
T.

STUDY

W . TH O R D A R SO N

S T A T E C O L L E G E - S T A T I O N ;1 F A R G O , N . D A K .

Dear Supervisor:'
Are you interested in the future welfare of the pupils.under your supervision?
Do yCb waht each1pupil to 'make the"most effective''use of his high school 'train
ing period? Webeiieve .you do.
’7
’ .’ "
", *
The purpose-of the testing and'gui'danee service we are introducing this' yearis
to help- each pupil crystallize hid thinking 'abedt h‘is fdture, take- stock of-his
capacities, explore the world- about him-, hnd -int'e-grate hls' formal education'
around his goal in life.- -Since-most' of the- high school pupils'7will NOT- go -on tocollege, it is'imperative that this work be done: during the high-school' training
period. "■:
- - ■*
' -' • '
‘
•
We cannot do this job by ourselves in Fargo. This important task must be
carried out through the joint cooperation of the pupil, his parents, you, and
ourselves. We will furnish the materials, the pupil will' furnish his problem,
and you must-aid us in administering the material's, analyzing the problem's'
interpreting .the;, data, and counseling the student.' Working■together we’can do
much to- make- each pupil a useful, empleyabl'e, and happy c-i-ti zfen":up6n the com
pletion of his-high-school work. '"
' .
•
To build for the-future weImust start with' the pupil as he now is. Therefore
the first step in this program will consist in helping each pupil discover his
individual interests and abilities. The battery of tests we are sending you
for each -correspondence study'-p'Upll 'will,---if-carefully administered, 'give us
an objective picture of each pupil1s present inclinations and' capacities. With
this picture as a starting point we Can help the' pupil understand his strength
and his wodkheSs, -we can help him--explore that section of the -occupational - world that h e •appears td be especially interested in, and"we eah help him pre
pare for his goal more effectively.
In the •pack&ge of-tests you will receive,--you will -find a booklet of directions
for administering-the'tests -to y o u r ’p u p i l s T H E S E DIRECTIONS'MUST BE FOlLOWED
EXACTLY AS THEY-ARE WRITTEN, Otherwise the scores your pupils make"on the test
will not be Comparable to those .on' which the norms were based and hence will be
meaningless. Wherever time limits arc indicated, they must be observed as
accurately as it is humanly possible. Use a watch that has a second hand, that
has been keeping time well, and wind it immediately before administering a test.
If you don't own one, borrow one. Read all directions to pupils as specified in
the direction booklet.^ In,,the. directions, a time schedule is given for the admini
stration of the tejst.a-. -1 -Dcf J8
loV>cheafcgef-'the‘
Wfrder in which the tests are given,
and give each test on the indicated date. If any pupils are absent on the day
a test is given, arrange to -give-.'the tests-he missed after he returns to school.
Some people argue that standardized tests cannot be given in small schools under
conditions that are strictly comparable to those in larger educational centers.
We hope this program will disprove that argument. We believe that you can do
as good a job at this as any highly trained specialist, provided you follow
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Guidance

The battery of tests you will administer to your pupils has been carefully select
ed to give objective measures of a number of important aspects of each pupil's per
sonality. If properly administered, these tests will furnish an invaluable body of
information for aiding each pupil to make the most effective use of his high school
training period. BEFORE ADMINISTERING ANY OF THE TESTS, STUDY THIS DIRECTION
BOOKLET CAREFULLY.
The battery of measures that you will administer, the order and dates on which the
tests should be given, and the pages in this booklet on which the specific direc
tions for each test are found are given in the following table.
TABLE I.

Test
No,
1.
2.

3-

(TESTING SCHEDULE)

Name of Test
Cooperative Practice Sheet
Cooperative General Achievement
Test, Part I: A Survey Test in
Social Studies, Form 0.
Cooperative General Achievement
Test; Part II1
, A Survey Test in
the Natural Sciences, Form 0.
The Kenmon-Nelson Tests of
Mental Ability, Form A.

5o
6.

Pupil Information Blank

7.

Progressive Reading Tests— Ad
vanced, Form A.
Vocational Interest Inventory
Progressive Mathematics Test—
Advanced, Form A.

8.
9.

California Test of PersonalitySecondary, Form A.

Testing
Period

Date of
Specific
Testing
Test
Time
Reauired Period . Directions

I

60 min.

May 1

pp. 7-9

II

50 min.

May 2

pp.

10-11

III

60 min.

May

3

pp.

12-13

IV

55 min.

May

6

p. Ik

V
VI

60 min.
60 min.

May 7
May 8

pp. 15-16
pp. 17-18

VII

80 min.

May 9

pp.

19-20

Since this booklet has been used in a previous testing program during this year,
you are to disregard the dates listed on pages 2, 3»
an<* 5* The other direc
tions given on these pages, however, remain unchanged and should be studied care
fully. The specific directions on pages J~20 likewise remain unchanged.
The dates on which the various activities should be undertaken are;
Conduct first testing p e r i o d .............. ...............
Conduct seventh regular testing period . . . . . ..........
Administer any tests pupils may have failed to take . . . .
Return all materials to Fargo . . . . . . . ........ . . .

May 1
May 9
May 10
May 10

This testing program is an integral part of the high school work of pupils taking
subjects from us by correspondence study and the course work of these pupils will
not be considered complete until the tests are in,
IF YOU "WILL CARRY OUT THIS PROGRAM AS SCHEDULED, THE INDIVIDUAL PUPIL REPORTS CAN
BE RETURNED BEFORE MAY 24th.
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The battery of tests you will administer to your pupils has been care
fully selected'to give objective measures of a number of important as
pects of each pupil's personality. If properly administered, ,these
tests'will.furnish an invaluable body of information for, aiding each
pupil to make the most effective use of ,his high school training period.
BEFORE ADMINISTERING ANY OF THE TESTS, STUDY THIS DIRECTION BOOKLET
CAREFULLY. ’
The battery of measures' that you will administer, o.nd the order in which
they should be given, consists of the nine separate measures listed in
Table I.
, TABLE I,

Tost
No.

Name of Test

Testing
Period

j.■ !

1.
2.

3.

H.
5.
6.
7.

•‘

.Administra-.
.ti-on Time re
quired for
Each Testing
' (InPeriod
minutes)

Date on which
Testing Period
is to be con
ducted

Cooperative' Practice Sheet
Cooperative General Achieve
ment Test; Part I: A Survey
Test in Social Studies,
Form 0.
Cooperative General Achieve
ment Test; Part'll: A Survey
Test in the Natural Sciences £
Form 0.
' The Henmon-Nelson Tests of
Mental Ability,. Form A .

I

6°

Nov. 28

II

50

‘
Nov. 29

III

60

IV

55

•

• Nov.

3O

Pupil Information Blank
California Test of Personal
ity— Secondary, Form A
Progressive Reading Tests—
Advanced, Form A

8.

Vocational Interest Inventory

9.

Progressivo Mathematics
Test-^-Advanced, Form A

VI

60
60

■ VII

80

V •
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SEATING:

3.

In taking objective examinations it is easy for pupils to observe
the answers of their neighbors. Consequently you should seat your
... pupils as far apart as possible, preferably no closer together than
in alternate seats.

DIRECTIONS:.
U,

Directions to the pupil for taking each test are printed on the
test booklets and answer sheets. You will also read certain dir
ections aloud to your pupils as directed in the specific directions
contained in this booklet for each test. Wherever you are' asked
to. read aloud any directions that are. printed on the test booklet,
use one of the pupil's test booklets to read from. You must see
that the pupils understand the essential points in the directions
BEFORE they begin work on the test. This can be done by allowing
sufficient time at the beginning of the test for the pupils to read
the directions on the cover page carefully, and by answering any
legitimate questions that may be asked. In answering questions, it
is essential that you stay within the meaning, and, so far as pos
sible,. Use the vocabulary of the directions printed on the test book
let and in this DIRECTION BOOKLET. Any deviation from these.directions
■ may destroy the comparability, and hence the value of the test results.

SEPARATE ANSWER SHEET:
5.

All of the tests except the Hcnmon-Nelson Test of Mental Ability and
the Pupil Information Blank .require the pupil to record ALL of his
answers and make ALL of his marks on a SEPARATE ANSWER SHEET# This
procedure requires that two precautions be observed. The first is
that the pupils make absolutely NO MARKS ON THE TEST BOOKLETS. This
can be achieved by first pas.sing out the answer sheet and directing
the pupils to fill in their names and the other information asked for
on the answer shee.t# and then passing out the test booklets. The
second-thing to be sure of is that each pupil knows exactly how he
must record his answers on the separate answer sheet. It is the sole
purpo.se of the Coopernlivc Practice Sheet, which will be the first thing
you will administer „in the first testing period, to. acquaint each pu
pil with the use of these SEPARATE ANSWER SHEETS.

PENCILS:

6.

In all of the testing periods except the third, the pupils will record
their answers on a SEPARATE ANSWER SHEET, These answer sheets will be
scored by an electrical test scoring machine. This machine can score
the- tests, correctly only .if the pupils mark their answer sheets with
the SPECIAL MECHANICAL PENCILS that haye been enclosed with the test
package. At the beginning of each of .the test periods, except the
third, yo.u .will pass out one of these pencils to ea.ch pupil. At the
* conclusion of each of these testing periods you will COLLECT ALL OF
THE PENCILS and keop them in a safe place until they are needed again.

In preparation for the third testing period each pupil should equip
himself with two well-sharpened ordinary lead pencils. The use of
fountain pens or ink in any form is strictly forbidden.. You should
„. have several pencils,on hand to loan to pupils who break their pencils.
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Immediately after you have conducted each testing period you should
indicate on
thePUPIL RECORD SHEET the names of the pupils to whom you
gave the tests.You will do
this by marking an (X) in the cell after
the name of
thepupil and in the column for the given test. In the
last row of
thePUPIL RECORD SHEET you should enter the exact date on
which you administered each of the tests.
On December 6, after you have conducted the seventh testing period,
you can discover by referring to the PUPIL RECORD SHEET any tests that
some of your pupils may have failed to take. On December 7 and 8, you
should arrange to administer all of the tests that any pupils may have
missed. It is important that every pupil should have taken every test.
Indicate the date on which you administer these make-up tests by writ
ing these dates in the cell after the p u p i l n a m e in the proper test
column. Thus on December S, all of the cells after each pupil's name
should contain either an (X) or the date on which his test was given.
AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGE YOU SHOULD HAVE ENTERED THE DATE ON WHICH
EACH TEST WAS REGULARLY ADMINISTERED.
THE PUPIL RECORD SHEET is to be returned to Fargo along with the
other materials that you send via FIRST CLASS mail.

HOW TO RETURN TESTS TO FARGO
After you have given ALL of the tests to ALL of the pupils, you
should count the number of copies of each of the items listed on the
TEST PACKAGE PACKING SLIP and WRITE THESE NUMBERS on the packing slip
in the column headed "Return to Fargo". These numbers should agree
perfectly with the numbers you entered in the column headed ."Received
By You" when you checked the contents of the tost package. After you
have made certain that you are returning all of the materials that
were sent you, you should sort these materials into (l) those that
will be returned in the large envelope stamped FIRST CLASS and (2)
those that will be returned in the large envelope stamped FOURTH CLASS.
The (X)'s ih the last two columns of the PACKING SLIP will show you
which items are to be sent in each envelope. If any of the materials
that you should normally return in the F0TVtTH CLASS package, as indica
ted, have been written on by either you or the pupil, they must be re
turned instead with the FIRST CLASS materials,
The pupils to whom you gave the tests should share oqually the
cost of all of tho postage required for returning both the FIRST CLASS
and FOURTH CLASS packages. If you are in a town school and have easy
access to an express depot, and if the FIRST CLASS package is excess
ively heavy, you can save your pupils considerable postage by return
ing the package to us via PRE-PAID EXFRESS. ALL TESTS AND MATERIALS
SHOULD BE MAILED TO FARGO ON OR BEFORE DECEMBER 11.
If you have any occasion to write to me before or during the testing
program, or if it becomes necessary to return some of the materials in con
tainers that do not already bear our address, you should address the mail to
A. G. Hellfritzsch
Department of Correspondence Study
State College Station
Fargo, North Dakota
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SPECIFIC

DIRECTIONS

FOR

ADMINISTERING

TEST NO. 1
NAME OF TEST:

TESTS

TESTING PERIOD NO. I
Cooperative Practice Sheet

ADMINISTRATION TIME: The purpose of the Practice Sheet is to acquaint
the pupils with the use of SEPARATE ANSWER SHEETS. This practice
is NOT TIMED and ordinarily requires about 10 minutes to admirfister.
1.

Have pupils clear their desks <f a U hooks, papers, etc.

2.

Fass out one of the SPECIAL MECHANICAL PENCILS to each pupil.

3•

Pass out one copy of the single sheet entitled "Cooperativfe
Practice Sheet" to each pupil.

H.

Read the following directions out. loud -to your pupils:
"In the test you are about to take you will be given a
test booklet and a SEPARATE ANSWER SHEET. In taking
these tests, you will record ALL of your answers and do
ALL of your writing on the Separate Answer Sheet and taake
NO MARKS WHATEVER ON THE TEST BOOKLETS. The practice
sheet you have just received illustrates the form of the
questions you will find in these tests and will give you
practice in marking your answers to the questions.
Instead of writing down the number of your answer in the
test booklet, you will mark your answer on the answer
sheet by making a black pencil mark between the pair of
dotted lines numbered the same as the answer you think is
correct. Your answer sheets will be scored by an electri
cal test scoring machine. This machine will score your
test accurately only if each answer is indicated with a
solid black pencil mark* Solid black marks can be made
by using the SPECIAL MECHANICAL.PENCIL, by going over
•each mark two or three times, and by pressing firmly on
the pencil. Be sure that the surface underneath your an
swer sheet is smooth and hard.
"The scoring machine cannot distinguish between intended
answers and stray pencil marks., Therefore, if you change
your mind about an answer, you must erase your first mark
completely. If you are careless in erasing, or leave un■necessary marks on or near the short dotted lines, such
marks may be counted by the machine as wrong answers and
your score will be lower than it should be. If you keep
your place on the answer sheet with your pencil, you
should rest your pencil on the large item number at the
left of the dotted line's while yqu are reading the question
in the test booklet, and not lot your pencil touch any of
the answer spaces until you are ready to mark your answer
for that item.
"Now read the directions on the Practice Sheet and do
what they tell you to do."
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Test No. 2 — Specific Direction's for Administering Tests
Then, say:
"In taking this test, you are to mark your answer on the
answer sheet hy making a solid black mark between the pair
of dotted lines numbered the same as the answer you think
is correct. If you have any questions, ask them now. No
questions may be asked after the examination begins."
5. Answer all legitimate questions and make sure that all pupils
understand how to mark the answer sheets.

6.

After answering all legitimate questions, say:
"When I say "Begin" open the booklet and read the directions
at the top .of the jage and start work. Work as fast' as you
can without making mistakes. Ask no questions. Read the
directions again if you do not understand what to do. You
are not expected to answer all the questions in the time
limit. Begin ! "

7. Note the exact time when you say "Bogin" and WRITE IT DOWN,
Allow exactly Uo minutes for the. test, counting from the moment
you say "Begin", Do not allow extra time for reading the
specific directions inside the booklet

8. At

the end of 40 minutes, say:
"Stop ] Even if you have not finished, close your book
lets. See that you have filled in all., the blanks At the
side of the answer sheet, and that you have clearly printed
your name."

- , Have the students put their answer sheets inside the booklets,
and collect the booklets and answer sheets at once. MAKE SURE
THAT ALL BOOKLETS AND ANSWER SHEETS ARE RETURNED.
9. COLLECT ALL OF THE SPECIAL MECHANICAL PENCILS.
10. Separate the ANSWER SHEETS from the TEST BOOKLETS and check
on the PUPIL RECORD SHEET the names of the pupils who took the
test.
11. Place the ANSWER SHEETS IN THE FIRST CLASS envelope and the
TEST BOOKLETS in the FOURTH CLASS envelope.
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Test No. 3 —
g.

Specific Directions for. Administering Tests

After answering all legitimate questions, say:
"When I say 'Begin* open
the
booklet and read thedirec
tions at the top of the page and startwork. Work as
fast as you can without making mistakes. 'Ask no questions.
Read the directions again if you do not understand what
to do. You are not expected to answer all -the questions
in the time limit. Begin.'"

9.

’

Note the exact time when you say "Begin" and WRITE IT DOWN.
Allow exactly Uo’ minutes for the test, counting from the
moment you say "Begin." Do not allow extra time for reading’
the specific directions inside the booklet.
At the end of UO minutes, say:
"Stop.* Even if you have not finished,
close your book
lets. See. that you havefilled in all the blanks at the
side of the answer sheet, and that you have clearly
'printed your name,"

►
10.

Have the students put their answer sheets inside the booklets,
and collect the booklets and answer sheets at once, MAKE SURE
THAT ALL BOOKLETS AND ANSWER SHEETS ARE RETURNED.

11.

COLLECT ALL OE 'THE SPECIAL MECHANICAL PENCILS.

12.

Then, say:

•'

*

"The test you will .take tomorrow does NOT make- use of a
separate answer sheet, and therefore you will not use
the special pencils. You should, however, bring with
you TWO well-sharpened ordinary lead pencils."

13.

Separate the ANSWER SHEETS FROM THE TEST BOOKLETS and check on
the PUPIL RECORD SHEET the names of the pupils who took the test.

14.

Place the ANSWER SHEET in .the FIRST CLASS envelope and :'the TEST
300KLETS in the FOURTH CLASS envelope.
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Test No. 4 — Specific Directions for Administering Tests
9.

After questions have been answered, say:
"When you finish the first page, DO NOT OPEN THE BOOKLET, but
turn the whole booklet over and do the exercises on the
other side. Is everybody ready? Begin 1 11

10.

'11.

12.

Note the exact time you say "Begin" and WRITE IT DOWN. Allow
exactly JO minutes for the test, counting from the moment you
■say "Begin". At the end of 30 minutes say, "STOPJ "
COLLECT THE BOOKLETS IMMEDIATELY.
PROCEED AT ONCE TO ADMINISTER TEST NO.

SPECIFIC

DIRECTIONS

FOR

ADMINISTERING

TEST NO. 5
NAME OF TEST:

-5

...

TESTS

TESTING PERIOD NO. Ill
Pupil Information Blank

ADMINISTRATION' TIME: There is no time limit for this test. Pupils
should be given enough time to carefully fill out the entire blank.
1.

Pass out one copy of the PUPIL INFORMATION BLANK to each pupil,

2.

After this has been done, say:
"Read the directions at the top of the first page and pro
ceed at once to fill'in the blanks, and answer the questions
in this INFORMATION BLANK. PRINT your name clearly, and be
sure to place your last name first. Answer ALL of the ques
tions that apply to you. Begin I "

3»

There is no time limit for this test. Pupils should be given
enough time to carefully fill out the entire blank,

U.

When the_pupils have finished, be sure to COLLECT ALL OF THE BLANKS.

5»

Check on the.PUPIL RECORD SHEET the names of the pupils to whom
you gave the Henmon-Nelson test and the Pupil Information Blank.

6.

Place both the Henmon-Nelson Tests and the Pupil Information
blanks in the FIRST.CLASS envelope. In doing this, you should
fold the Henmon-Nelson tests ONCE through the middle.
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SPECIFIC

DIRECTIONS

FOR

TEST NO. 7

ADMINISTERING

*

i
NAME OF TEST:

'

TESTS

TESTING PERIOD NO. V

1

:

T*
Progressive Reading Test's— Advanced,, Form A.

ADMINISTRATION TIME: The total time required to administer this tost is
about 60 minutes. The actual time pupils may WORK on the test is
50 minutes. These 50 minutes, however, are broken .up into 7 per
iods corresponding to the 7 parts of the .test. Most pupils will
finish each part before the time limit for that part is up and will
be allowed to go immediately to the next part. The purpose of the
timo limits is to prevent the slower students .from spending too
much of their time on the early,sections of the test,
1,

Have pupils clear their desks of all books, papers, etc.

2.

Pass out one of the SPECIAL MECHANICAL PENCILS to each pupil,

3*

Pass out one copy of the SEPARATE ANSWER SHEET entitled "Pro
gressive Reading Tests,' Advanced" to each pupil,

H,

When this has been donfi, say:,
"Fill in the^blanks in the corner of the Answer Sheet dir
ectly over the directions', PRINT your mime. Then read the
. directions on the Answer Sheet, While you are doing this, I
shall pass out the test booklets. You are to.make NO MARKS
WHATEVER ON THE TEST BOOKLET."

5*

Pass out one test, booklet enti-tled "Progressive Reading Tests,
Advanced, Form A" to each pupil,

6.

When this has been done-* say:
"This test consists,of 7 parts. There is a time limit for
each part, if you finish a part before time is called, go
on to the next part without waiting. Record your answers
and do all of your writing on the Separate Answer Sheet.
Mark your answers on the Answer Sheet by making a heavy black
line between the pair of dotted lines numbered or lettered
the same as the answer you think is correct. At the begin
ning of each -part you will find directions which tell you
exactly what to do. Read these directions carefully and
proceed at once to mark your answers on the Answer Sheet,
DO NOT WASTE TIME ON ANY ONE ITEM; GO TO THE NEXT. If you
have any questions, ask them now. No questions may be asked
after the examination begins."

7.

Answer all legitimate questions and make sure that all pupils
understand how to mark the Answer Sheets.

8.

After answering all legitimate questions, say:
H
"When I say 'Begin' turn to Test 1, Section A on Page 2 of the
test booklet. Read the directions and start work. Work as
fast as you can without making mistakes. Ask no questions.
Begin J "

9.

Note the exact time when you say "Begin" and WRITE IT DOWN,
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SPECIFIC

DIRECTIONS .FOR

ADMINISTERING

TEST NO. g
.
NAME OP TEST:

,

TESTS

TESTING PERIOD NO. VI

Vocational Interest Inventory
NOTE:

There are separate, booklets and separate answer
sheets for MEN and WOMEN, Each booklet and
answer sheet' is clearly designated by either MEN
.or WOMEN immediately next to the tij.tle. Be sure
that the booklets and answer sheets the boys
receive are marked MEN and those the girls
receive," WOMEN."

ADMINISTRATION TIME: The test is NOT TIMED, Ordinarily pupils require
no more than 50 minutes to mark their responses. PUPILS SHOULD BE
GIVEN SUPPICIENT TIMS TO COMPLETE THE ENTIRE TEST,
1.

Have pupils clear their desks of all books, papers, etc.

2.

Pass out one of the SPECIAL MECHANICAL PENCILS to each pupil.

3.

Pass out one copy of the SEPARATE ANSWER SHEET entitled "Voca~
tional Interest Inventory'1 to each pupil. Be sure -the sheets the
boys receive are marked MSN and those the girls receive, WOMEN.

U.

When tliis'has been-done, say:
"Pill in all of the blanks on LOTH sides of the ANSWER
SHEET that are found at the left hand of the.page except
those that are labelled 'Scores'. Be sure to PRINT your’
name. In the blank marked ADDRESS, write the NAME of •
your SCHOOL. While you are doing this, I shall pass out
■the test booklets. You are.to make NO MARKS WHATEVER ON
THE TEST BOOKLET."

5.

Pass out one test booklet entitled "Vocational Interest Inventory"
to each pupil. Be sure the booklets the boys receive are marked
MEN and those the girls receive, WOMEN.

6.

"When you have passed out the test booklets, and as soon as the
pupils have filled in the blanks on the ANSWER SHEET, say:
"Turn to pages 2 and 3 of the test booklet and read all
of the instructions down to the bottom of page 3»H
Give pupils aimple time to read all of these directions.
NOTE:

The first word in the second line of the
paragraph numbered 2 on page 3 should be
"you" instead of "your".
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SPECIFIC
TEST NO. 9
NAME OF TEST:

DIRECTIONS

FOR. ADMINISTERING

:

TESTS
TESTING PERIOD NO. VII

Progressive Mathematics Tests— Advanced, Form A

ADMINISTRATION TIME: The total time required to administer this test is about
20 minutes. 'The actual time pupils may WORK on the test is 68 minutes.
These
68 minutes, however, are broken up into 8 periods corresponding to the 8 parts
of the test. If a pupil finishes a part before' the time limit for tha't phrt
is up, he will be allowed to go immediately to the next part. The purpose of
the time limits is to prevent the slower studelnts from spending, too much of
their time on the early sections of the test.
SCRATCH PAPER: You should be prepared to supply each pupil with two large
sheets of scratch paper before you administer this test.
1.

Have pupils clear their desks of all books, papers, etc.

2.

When the pupils are ready, say
"In the test you are about to take, you will need several sheets
of scratch paper.
If you have none, raise your hand and I shall
give you some."
Pass out two sheets of scratch paper to any pupil who has none.

3.

Pass out one of the SPECIAL MECHANICAL PENCILS to each pupil.

4.

Pass out one copy of the SEPARATE ANSWER SHEET entitled "Progressive
Mathematics Tests, Advanced" to each pupil.
1
When this has been' done, say
*

5.

\

"Fill in the blanks in the corner of the Answer Sheet directly over
the directions. PRINT your name. Then read the directions on the
ANSWER SHEET. While you are doing this, I shall, pass out the test
booklets. You are to make NO MARKS WHATEVER ON THE TEST BOOKLET."

6.

Pass out one test booklet entitled "Progressive Mathematics Tests, Ad
vanced, Form A" to each pupil,

7.

When this has been done, say
"The test you arc about to take consists of 8 parts. There is a time
limit for each part.
If you finish a part before time is called, go
to the next part .without waiting. Record your answers on the separate
Answer Sheet. DO NOT FIGURE ON THE'ANSWER SHEET. Use your scratch
paper when necessary. Mark your answers on the Answer Sheet by making
a heavy black line between the pair of dotted lines numbered or lettered
the same as the answer you think is correct. At the beginning of each
part you will find, directions -which tell you exactly what to.do. Read
these directions carefully and proceed at once to mark your answers on
the Answer Sheet. DO NOT WASTE TlivE ON ANY ONE ITEM; GO ON TO THE NEXT.
If you have any questions, ask them now. No questions may be asked
after the examination begins."

8.

Answer all' legitimate questions and make sure that all pupils understand
how to mark the Answer Sheets.
■ —
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G

N O R T H DAKO T A AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
DEPAR TM ENT O F
T.

CORRESPONDENCE

W.

STUDY

THORDARSON

ST A TE C O L L E G E S T A T IO N , F A R G O , N . D A K .

Dear Student:
The final report of your guidance tests is included in this package. The
report consists of the profile sheet entitled APTITUDE, ACHIEVEMENT, and
INTEREST PROFILE and the PUPIL GUIDANCE BULLETIN. The PROFILE sheet sum
marizes your test scores and other information you gave us. The GUIDANCE
BULLETIN explains the meaning of the data on your PROFILE sheet.
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO INTERPRET THE DATA ON YOUR PROFILE SHEET UNTIL YOU HAVE
CAREFULLY STUDIED THE GUIDANCE BULLETIN. You should study the first four
teen pages of the GUIDANCE BULLETIN at least twice.
As you study pages 6, 10, and 11 in the GUIDANCE BULLETIN you shoxild observe
that the occupations which appear in the blanks under "Occupations Liked
Most" on your PROFILE sheet are the occupations YOU YOURSELF picked from
sets of twenty related occupations in the vocational areas you proved to be
especially interested in. These occupations are NOT TO BE WRONGLY INTER
PRETED as occupations that we think you should enter or that you are necess
arily most qualified for. These occupations and those listed at the bottom
of the page after "Anticipated" and "Free Choice" are occupations you claimed
to be especially interested in. Accordingly you should make a thorough study
of the requirements and opportunities of all of these occupations to discover
where your real interests and chances of greatest success lie.
If you are still working under the direction of your supervisor, take your
PROFILE and BULLETIN to him or her after you and your parents have studied
it. After your supervisor has studied these materials she will be able to
help you with any questions you may have.
The accuracy of the data on your PROFILE sheet was determined largely at the
time you took the tests. If you cheated in any way, were dishonest in your
answers, or did not do the very best you could, your PROFILE will not be a
true picture of yourself. You know, better than anyone else, the exact
conditions under which you took the tests, and hence are able to judge how
accurately the data picture your true self.
Within TWO WEEKS after you receive your report you should fill out and mail
to the Study Center the GUIDANCE QUESTIONNAIRE which you will find in the
GUIDANCE BULLETIN.
With the hope that this program will help you find and train for an occupa
tion that you like and are qualified for, I am
Sincerely yours

A

AGHrw

•

\J *

X X V 7 X J .X X X L4S31D J.1

Director of Evaluation and Guidance
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H

APTITUDE, ACHIEVEMENT, AND INTEREST PROPILE (Men)
< H 9
No.
L. _Date of Testing 2 / y p
Tirst
Initial
Last
C. A. /
, n / t
/ 0 7
Grade //
Date of Birth 7
Z 7~<c/
Sex £ L
nth Day Year
M or F
Supervisor S /i /T H , /it? - THPfjAS.
Name of School C £ V T F f ? i / / U &

Pupil's Name

JoN£>S .,. JJ oo hh nH

Measure

Perfect Pupil Percentile Rank for Grade

//

1 10 20 30 40 50 5$ 70 80 90 99

f

Intelligence - Social Studies -
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Reading Vocabulary - -
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.
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Reading Comprehension-
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Occupations
Interest Rating
B A Liked MOST

+—

VOCATIONAL INTERESTS
Pupil
Biological Sciences: Physician, Surgeon,
Score
Biological Research Worker, etc.- ------- * l _
Specialized Selling Fields; Salesman,
Sales Manager, Advertiser, etc. - - - - - £ 0
Physical Sciences; Engineer, Chemist,
Architect, Inventor, Technologist, etc.
Social Service; Teacher, Social Worker,
Librarian, Professor, Minister, etc.- Business Occupations; Office Clerk,

.—•. '

^—

•-—

JTAP/O
ecTt'acAC

6s~ A -

Literary Occupations; Lawyer, Journalist,
Author, Reporter, etc.- - - - - - - - - Mechanical Occupations: Mechanic, Painter,
Machinist, Carpenter, Welder, etc.- - - Business Finance; Bookkeeper, Banker,
Accountant, Economist, etc. - - - - - - Public Performance; Actor, Musician,
Artist, Designer, etc.- - - - - - - - - Agricultural Occupations; Farmer, Rancher,

»

c
5

SL. A
So
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EteCTfilCiAN

I jL £ _
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d
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(The following responses are the pupil's answers to simple questions in the PUPIL
INFORMATION BLANK and are not based upon the standardized tests.)
Subjects liked MOST: S'c/£A/C£F^

' A T M F A f A T f C S ; LEAST: f r v i f L / S H _________

Occupational choice; Anticipated/^?^*/,7 f A u j f d'J

Free choice^////
,

tes

. _Plan to attend college?
_What collegel
Yes or No
Yes or No
♦For more detailed descriptions of the measures listed on this page, see the
GUIDANCE BULLETIN.

Plan to finish H.S.?
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(women)

Pupil’s name______________________________Date of Testing____ *_____ No.
Last
First
Initial
Sex_____ Grade_______Date of Birth______ __________ C, A . ______ ______
M or F
Month Day Year
Name of School________________
Supervisor
Measure
Perfect Pupil
— -______________________ Score Score
Intelligence - - - - - - -

90

____

Social Studies - - - - - -

106

____

Natural Sciences - - - - -

110

t

Reading Vocabulary - - - - 100

____

Reading Comprehension- - -

55

____

Mathematical Reasoning - -

60

Mathematical Fundamentals-

80

____

Self Adjustment- - - - - -

90

____

Social Adjustment- - - - -

90

____

Percentile Rank for Grade
$ile percentage of pupils making lower scores
1 10 20 30 40 50 60' 70 80 90 99
1------- 1------- 1------- f------- i------- ------- 1------- 1------- -f------- 1------- 1

1

1------ -1------- 1--------1
--------1
-------

VOCATIONAL INTERESTS
Pupil
Office Work: Clerk, Stenographer, Typist,
Score
Secretary, Cashier, etc. - - - - - - - - - -____
Sales Occupations: Sales Clerk, Store
keeper, Sales Manager, etc.- - - - - - - - Natural Sciences: Nurse, Dentist, Doctor,
Dietician, etc,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -____
Social Service; Social Worker, Executive,
Social Secretary, Wife, etc. - - - - - - - -____
Creative Occupations: Artist, Writer,
Designer, Interior Decorator, etc. - - - - -__ _
Elementary Education: Teacher, Playground
Director, Grade School Principal, etc. - - -_ _
Secondary Education: High School Teacher,
Principal, Librarian, College Professor,etc.____
Personal Service Occupations: Stewardess,
Hairdresser, Manicurist, Hostess, Model,etc.____
Mechanical and Household Occupations:Factory
Worker, Seamstress, Housekeeper, Maid, etc. ____
Agricultural Occupations: Florist, Bee
keeper, Poultry-raiser, Fruit-grower, etc.

t

I

Occupations
Liked MOST

t— -- ,-- 1

(The following responses are the pupil's answers to simple questions in the PUPIL
INFORMATION BLANK and are not based upon the standardized tests.)
Subjects liked MOST:________________________; LEAS9:

1

---- 1------- 1--------1
------- 1------- 1.

Interest Rating
E D C B A
-- 1t—

t—

!

__

___

Occupational choice: Anticipated___________________ , Free choice______ _____
Plan to finish H.S.?_________ Plan to attend college?_______ What college?
Yes or No
Yes or
*For more detailed descriptions of the measures listed on this page, see the
GUIDANCE BULLETIN.
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PUPIL GUIDANCE BULLETIN - #1*
3
2
1

BEFORE CHOOSING A VOCATION—
1. Study your personal interests and abilities.
2. Study the requirements and opportunities of
the vocation.
3. Determine whether the vocation is suited to
you and whether you are suited to it.
AFTER CHOOSING A VOCATION—
1. Build your education around your vocational
choice.
2. Acquire the information and skills essential
to success in the vocation.
3. Enter the vocation,
AFTER ENTERING A VOCATION—
1. Continue your study of fields related to the
vocation.
2, Keep informed on changes and trends in the
vocation.
3* Serve the best interests of your family,
community, and nation through your vocation.

* * * * * * * *

Prepared by
A. G. Hellfritzsch
Director of Evaluation and Guidance

SUPERVISED CORRESPONDENCE STUDY SERIES
A STATE PROJECT FOR-EQUALITY IN HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION
T. W, THORDARSCNr Director .
State College Station
Fargo, N. Dak.
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If, after studying your PROFILE and BULLETIN,' discussing your problem with
various people, -and consulting the references.which are listed in this
bulletin,- you have any questions that you cannot find the answers to, or
further advice you should like to obtain, feel free to write to me concern
ing your problem and be assured that I will send you the best information
that is available. A copy of your PROFILE will remain on file in this
office; hence you can refer to the specific data on .your PROFILE without
sending it to me.
If you should lose your copy of the PROFILE or the BULLETIN, we can send
you another copy of either one at any time .in the future upon the receipt
of twenty-five cents.
If you .continue to take-high school work by correspondence study from us,
you’will be tested with a similar set of tests about once every year. By
keeping your PROFILES for successive years -you can- watch yourself improve
from year to, year and detect any changes in your vocational interests that
may, and often do, take place as you grow older and obtain more experience
and information about the world of occupations.
Address all inquiries concerning your PROFILE or BULLETIN to
A. G. Hellfritzsch
Director of Evaluation and Guidance
Department of Correspondence Study
State College Station •
Fargo,. North Dakota
■ •
IMPORTANTI- Pupil Assignment
In order that*we may know whether or not you are reading your PROFILE
: correctly and understand what is written in this BULLETIN,- it will be necess
ary for you to fill out and send in to the Study Center a QUESTIONNAIRE based
on your PROFILE and this BULLETIN. This QUESTIONNAIRE comprises the last
page of this BULLETIN. The answers to all of the questions can be found
.either .on your PROFILE■or in this BULLETIN. Do not attempt to-answer any
of the questions until you have studied through your PROFILE and BULLETIN
at 'least once. Then answer all of the questions of the GUIDANCE QUESTION
NAIRE as completely as possible. In doing this-you should refer to your
PROFILE and BULLETIN as oftei) as may be necessary. All of your answers
should be correct.
This GUIDANCE-QUESTIONNAIRE must be filled out and sent to the Study Center
no later than TWO WEEKS after you have received both your PROFILE and
BULLETIN, This testing and guidance program is a part of your high school
work with us.
HOW TO READ YOUR PROFILE
At the top of your PROFILE sheet are listed your name, the name of your
school and other information which we need to properly classify your record
in our files, Below the set of column headings: Measure, Perfect Score,
Percentile ($ile), and Percentile Rank for Grade___, you will find the sheet
divided into three sections.
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On .the grid of lines .at the right, your $ile scores have been plotted and
the points connected with a heavy line. The.resultant line graph represents
your PROFILE for these measures. At the top of this chart the various per
centile positions are indicated by the numbers 1 , 10, 20, .......... , JO,
You will also note that a vertical lino has been drawn connecting the
several 50th $ile points. Scores which fall on this vertical line represent
average ability or achievement for pupils in your grade. Points of your
PROFILE which are located at the right of this line correspond to measures
in which you are better than the average pupil in your grade, and points to
.the left correspond, to measures in-which you are below average. The points
which extend farthest to the right on your PROFILE represent,your strongest
abilities and. those at the extreme left of your PROFILE correspond to your
weakest points. By locating these.-extreme points you .can identify your
strongest and weakest abilities.
•
In the middle section of the PROFILE sheet you will find the Vocational
Interest section. Ten general areas into which the occupations-pursued by
persons of your sex can be classified are listed here. After the title of
each occupational area are listed several of the occupations which are
typical of the occupations that fall into that classification. For example,
the first occupational area on the Men*s form is-labeled Biological Sciences,
which includes such occupations as Physician, Surgeon, Biological Research
Worker, and many others. The first occupational area on the Women*s form
is labeled Office Work, and includes such occupations as Clerk, Stenographer,
Typist, Secretary, Cashier, and many others. In, one of the tests-which you
took you responded to JO items for each of the ten occupational areas cor
responding to your sex. The highest score you could have made in any.one
of these vocational areas is JO ; such a high score would indicate that you
are very interested in the occupations related to that vocational area.
A low score would indicate that you are not interested in the Corresponding
occupational area.
The scores you actually made in these ten areas are listed in the column
headed "Pupil Score", In the next column are listed the letter grades
(A,B,C,D, and E) into which your numerical scores have been converted,
A letter grade of A indicates that you have a strong interest in the cor
responding occupations; B indicates that your interest is above average,
C indicates that your interest in the corresponding occupations is no more
intense that the average interest of pupils of your sex in your grade, and
letter grades of D and E indicate that your interest in those occupational
areas is considerably below average. At the right of the column of letter
grades, a PROFILE of your vocational interests has been plotted. The verti
cal line corresponding to the letter "C" again represents average interest
for pupils of your grade. Profile points to the right of this line indicate
that you are decidedly interested in the corresponding occupational areas
and points to the left correspond to occupational areas in which you are
not particularly interested. Your strongest vocational interests can be
identified by locating those points on your profile that lie farthest to
the right or that you received the highest pupil scores in. In the blanks
at the right of your Vocational Interest Profile you will find the names
of the specific occupations that you indicated as liking most within your
strongest interest areas. In no case, however, did we write in the name of
any occupation for a vocational area in which your interest rating was not
at least as high as B.
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These considerations should not discourage anyone who may find that his
mind is not;one- Of the keenest at.his.grade level. There are many occupa
tions, among them those offering, employment to the- largest numbers of per
sons, which do.not require more than ordinary mental ability for success.
Some of these are; General Machinist, Butcher, Genera],.Carpenter, Baker,
Miner, Painter, Sales Clerk, Bricklayer, Printer, Barber, Shoemaker, Tex
tile Worker, and many others. In this..connection it must be remembered
that the special abilities and aptitudes required for success in the var
ious occupations depend upon, the nature of the occupation. Some require
a high degree of mechanical ability,- others clerical ability, musical .
ability, artistic tendencies, or. unusual social qualities, and some require
extraordinary intellectual ability. Only rarely does one find persons who
possess exceptional ability in all of these fields. Most people? are strong
in some and weak in others. For each pattern of abilities, however, there
exist numerous occupations that are socially desirable. It cannot be said,
that any one ability pattern is superior to any other*.
A final caution should be observed in interpreting your mental score on
this test. Studies have shown that a person's mental rating may change
with changes in.his environment, health, study habits, reading ability,
etc. If your score is considerably above average you cun be reasonably
certain that you have a good mind# If on the other hand it is below.aver
age, it may be due to one of- the factors listed above which you can remedy.
Social Studies;
,,■ : .t ■
.
. v ..
,
•
. •
. . . . . . . 4 . . . . • r. ..
'
%■■■
■■•'
‘
•
'
Your score on this test reveals how you compare with other pupils in your
grade as far as your knowledge in Geography, Civics end American Government,
Ancient and Medieval History, Modern History, United States History, Econ
omic Problems, and Social Problems is concerned.
Some of the areas Measured were taught you in the grades, others are pre
sented during the course of the three units of Social Studies that are re
quired for high school graduation. Consequently, your score will depend in
part on how many•units you have already token in the Social Studies. Your
percentile score, however, compares you with .high school pupils at your
grade level who take 2^ units of social studies during their four years of
high school.
Natural Sciences:
This test measures your school achievement in Physiology and Hygiene, Gen
eral Science, Biology, Chemistry, and Physics and compares your standing
in these subjects with that of-other high school pupils- in your grade who
normally take two years of science during the course of their high school
work. If you are contemplating occupations that require a knowledge of the
natural sciences as a background such as medicine, nursing, agriculture,
engineering, etc. you should rate fairly high on this test#
Reading;
Two scores which were taken from your Reading test appear on your PROFILE;
they are Reading Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension. The mastery of the
meaning of words and the ability to understand what you read are basic
requirements for your success in practically all of your school subjects
or any of the occupations which require much educational preparation or
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More specifically your score,in Self Adjustment is. a measure of:
1. -Self reliance— the extent to which you can do things independently
of others, depend upon.yourself, and direct your own activities,
2. Sense of Personal Worth— the extent to which you feel that you are
well thought of by othe.rs.
. . 3* Sense of Personal Freedom— ^the. extent.to which you feel that you
have a reasonable, share id' the determination of the activities.and
policies of your daily, life,
U. Feeling of Belonging— the extent to which you identify your wel
fare and happiness with that of your family, friends, and people .
in general, and feel that you are one of them.
5. Freedom from Withdrawing Tendencies— the extent to which'you face,
problems, people, and life directly and realistically rather than
substitute for them the joys of a. make-believe world of your own,
6. Freedom from Nervous Symptoms— the extent to which you are free
from emotional conflicts, eye strain, inability to sleep, chronic
fatigue, etc.
...
1 ., .
Your score in Social Adjustment is a measure of{
1. Social Standards— the extent to which you understand the rights of
others and appreciate the necessity of subordinating certain desires
to the needs of the group,
2. Social Skills— the extent to which you are skillful, sympathetic,
and courteous in dealing with other persons,
3. Freedom from Anti-Social Tendencies— the extent to which you avoid
bullying, quarreling, disobedience, and destruction of the property
of others.
U, Family Relations— the extent to which you feel that you are loved
and well treated by the members of your family.
5. School Relations— the extent.to which you feel that your teachers
and classmates like you, and feel that your school work is adapted
to your interests 'and maturity.
6. Community Relations— the extent to which you mingle happily with
your neighbors, take pride in community improvements, respect the
community laws and regulations, and are tolerant in dealing with
both strangers and foreigners.
If you are low in these measures, talk the matter over with your supervising
teacher. The development of personality is largely, if not entirely, a
matter of habit formation. By associating to a larger degree with other
persons, developing interests that are common with theirs, and-consciously
striving to be tolerant, kind, courteous, and sincere in your contacts with
them you can do much to develop a personality that will be socially more
effective and personally more gratifying. Later in this BULLETIN three
courses are listed that can help you develop your personality.
Vocational Interests:
The ten Vocational Interest scores on your PROFILE measure, your degree of
interest in the occupations related to the ten vocational areas listed
there. Each score is a measure of the extent to which your interests, likes
and dislikes, and favorite fields of knowledge, activities,- and types of
personalities are similar to those of persons who are successfully engaged
in the occupations corresponding to that aroa. If your score is high in a
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... . ....... MEN'

;-- --- ---- -~

..... ............ . ....,,.... ,
v./
Physical Sciences
Architect
':
Aviator
Building Contractor
Civil Engineer
Draftsman
!
Electrical Engineer
"
Geologist
Inventor
Laboratory Assistant
Mechanical Engineer
Scientific Hesearch Worker
; ", •'.I':..
Social Service
Clergyman
College Professor
Employment Manager
Grade School Teacher
High School TeacherLecturer
Librarian
Playground Director
Social Worker
Worker in Y.M.C.A., C.C.C.,N.Y.A.,
etc.
Business Occupations
1
Accountant
Bank Clerk
Buyer of Merchandise
Executive
Factory Manager
Filing Clerk
Hotel Keeper
Importer
:
Manufacturer
Office Clerk
Office Manager
Owner of Small Business
Private Secretary
Retail Store Manager
Wholesaler
Literary Occupations
Author
,- .
Consul
" •'
Foreign Correspondent
Journalist
Judge
Lawyer
Magazine Writer
Newspaper Columnist
Newspaper Editor
Novelist
Publisher
Reporter
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WOMEN
......
Natural Sciences
Bacteriologist .
Dental Hygienist
Dentist
Dietician
Masseuse
Nurse
Pharmacist
Physician
Surgeon
Social Service
Dean of Women
Director of Welfare Work
Executive
Homemaker
Lawyer
Minister
Social Secretary
Vocational Counselor
Y.W.C*A. secretary
Wife
Creative Occupations
Artist
Architect
Commercial Artist
Costume Designer
Dramatist
Edi tor
Illustrator
Interior Decorator
J ournali st
Magazine Writer
Musician
Newspaper Reporter
Novelist
Poet
Elementary Education
Book Agent
Girl Scout Leader
Grade School Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
Librarian
Playground Supervisor
Principal
Rural School Teacher
School Nurse
Supervisor

Miscellaneous
Your responses in the seven blanks at the bottom 6f the PROFILE sheet also
throw some,light on your choice of an occupation. By comparing your "Anti
cipated0 and "Free choice" occupational likes, with the occupations’and
areas,in which you received your"highest interest ratings, you can see how
consistent or inconsistent ybu are iri selecting related occupations. Con
sistency of choice generally indicates that you have already given some
serious thought to the selection of your life’s work. 'In any case you
should Study carefully the'nature, requirements, opportunities, and desir
ability of each of the occupations you claimed an interest in to discover
where your real interests lie., Other questions you should consider follow:
Are the subjects, you. indicated as, liking,most and,least in any way related
to the occupations you claim to be interested in? Are you planning to go
to college to prepare for an occupation for which college.training'is not
essential? Or, are you planning not to go to college whereas your occupa
tional' choices require college training? I f you are planning to,go to
college, is the college you selected thp one,best fitted to train you for
the occupation you want to prepare for?
In interpreting your vocational 'interest scores you should' remember that
the likes and dislikes of most high, school pupils.are quite changeable.
As you become.older and acquire more knowledge about, the various pceupatlons,
your interests will become, more."steady" or stable. In order to give you a
sense of.jdirection as you progress through high school, you. should however
be.aware of your interests, at all times and build your high,school program
around them. During this process of exploring the various fields of your
changing interests, you should strive to discover where your real interests,
abilities, and ambition lie. By the time you finish your high school work
you should have formulated the vocational plan you wish to carry out.
WHERE TO OBTAIN OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION. ,

.-

Before definitely making up your mind about.the particular occupatios or
occupations you wish to prepare for, you should carefully study the occupa
tions in question and compare your abilities and training opportunities with
those required by the occupations. As you proceed with the study of an
occupation you should ask yourself these questions:1
9
8
7
6
*
4
3
2
1. Do I like the occupation?
2. Do I meet the physical (health, strength, stamina, etc.) require..ments of the occupation?
3. Have I the mental, ability required by the occupation?
4. Have I now, or can I acquire, the educational training required
by the occupation?
5* Do I possess, or can I •develop, the personality traits required
by the occupation?
6. Is the occupation growing or dying out? Is employment steady
or seasonal?
7. What immediate and potential earnings does the occupation offer?
8. Is it a "blind alley" job or are there opportunities for advance
ment or transfer to related occupations?
9. Does the occupation perform a socially desirable service?
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3» Ohio Youth Administration! Hoster Building, Columbus, Ohio
Auto Mechanics
A
..Letter Carrier
Barber
• '•
Off ice-Machine Operator
Beauty Operator
Pharmacist
Diesel Engineering
Plumber
Electrical Installation
Police Officer
Gasoline Station Attendant
.Undertaker
General Office Worker
U, Wisconsin Youth Administration, Mitchell Building, 207
Michigan St.,
Milwaukee, ;Wisconsin ■ Forestry
■.
Nursing
Mining and Metallurgical
Occupations in the Manufacture
Engineering
of Butter
The Morgan-Dillon & Co,, 515U N. Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois publish
6l Monographs in their VOCATIONAL INFORMATION SERIES. Each monograph
deals with one occupation or a closely related group of occupations and
may be obtained directly from the publisher for 32 cents per single copy,
postpaid. The list of titles follows:
-"r
Accounting
Air conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drafting and
Design
Auto Mechanics and Garage
Management
Aviation
Beauty Culture
Biological Work
Bookkeeping
Bus and Trucking Service
Cabinet Making
Carpentry
Chemistry in Industry
City and County Government
Civil Service
Cleaning and Dyeing
Commercial Art
Costume Design
Dairying
Dentistry
Department Store Work
Diesel Engineering
Electrical Installation
Electric Arc Welding
Florist Industry
Foreign Service of the U.S.
Forestry
General Farming
Grocery Store
Home Economics in Industry
Industrial Design
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Interior Decoration
Journalism
Landscape GardeningLaundry.Industry
Law
Life Insurance
Machine Shop Mechanics
Market Gardening
Mechanical Drafting and Design
Medical Technological Work
Medicine
Music Education
Nursing
Office Machines
Osteopathy
Pattern making
Petroleum
Pharmacy
. .;
Photography
Physical Education
Plumbing
Police and Fire Protection
Printing Trades
Radio and Television
Restaurant and Tea Room Work
Salesmanship
Secretarial Work
Social Work
Stock Raising
Telephone and Telegraph Service

H. You can obtain FEES from the .American Society.,of Agricultural. Engineers,
St. Joseph, Michigan the following pamphlets on AG3& CULTURAL ENGINEERING:.
1.) Agricultural Engineering— What It Offers, the Young Men as a Pro
fessional .Career., 2.) Agricultural ...Engineering— A Career for Capable
Young Men.
1
... 1
I. The Oregon State Agricultural College, Corvallis, Oregon will send you
FREE the pamphlet: Occupations, for the. Agriculturally Trained. ...
J. If the above lists o-f...occupational, pamphlets- do npt contain the titles of
occupations yo.u .want more, information about,, or if you want to -acquaint
yourself with, occupations in-general bofare.you proceed .to study parti
cular occupations, you. should consult' the following books which deal
with many occupations and are available to you through the REFERENCE
BOOK CLUB.
' ' :
‘
'‘ ‘

Bennett
Exploring t-h,e World o:f Work
>■ .
Be m a y s
Outline- -of Care.
Cades
Jobs for Girls
Cottier
Careers Ahead
Ferris
t Girls Who Did Leuck
Fields of Work , .f ....__
Oglesby
Business Opportunities for Women
Rosengarten
Choosing Your Life -Work
;.
Williamson
Students.and Occupations
You should also- consult your local school and public library for books
dealing with occupational information. If, however, you cannot obtainthe information-you want after consulting -those various sources, or if .
you want further information on any occupation, write to us exactly what
you wish to know. We can give you further references to occupational
.pamphlets and monographs .that were not included in this •bulletin.
PLANNING YOUR TRAINING PROGRAM
After you have studied your-strong and weak; abilities-and interests as shown
on your PROFILE, and after you have studied the requirements, trends, -and
opportunities of the occupations you are especially interested in, and found
that occupation or group of related occupations that you are .suited for and
that are suited to you, you should, carefully plan the training program that
lies ahead of you for successful entrance into that field. You will have
learned what the minimum training requirements are during your study of. re
lated occupational information. It may involve high school graduation,
college training, college graduate work, apprenticeship, trade school train
ing, etc. with specialization in particular areas. Whatever the requirements
may be, you should carefully plan ahead for the next five years and have
quite definitely in mind what you are going to do immediately after you
finish high school. Anything as important as the future success, and happi
ness of your life is certainly worth planning.carefully and well. Your
plans should make provision for the following questions:
1. Shall I finish high school?
2. What subjects shall I take in high school?
3» Shall I go to college? If so, what college?
4. (Or, if your occupation requires training along other lines)
Where shall I apprentice myself? What trade school shall I go to?
5» Where shall I seek employment after my training is completed?
6. In what way shall I continue my education after I am employed?
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MY HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM

Courses required for graduation; Mark an (X) in the first empty square after a
subject for each semester's work you have already completed, and- each time you
complete a semester's work in that field. At any time, then, a glance at the
resultant chart will tell you how near you are to meeting the minimum require
ments for graduation in these fields. Be sure, by consulting the previous page,
that the courses you make X's for are of the required kind.
English (7 semesters)
• ____ _______ ______1__
Social Studies (6 semesters)
•■ ' ' _
Natural Science (h semesters)
_____ ~
~
Physical Education (8 semesters)
_
Safety Driving (1 course)

'

My high school program by year and sbmester.
First write in the names of. the courses you have already .taken and at the'top of
each table write the year in which you took them. Second, plan' the order and
time at which you will take, or are now taking,the remaining courses required for
graduation and write them in the.corresponding blanks. Then prepare a list of the
elective subjects you will take to complete the l6 units required for graduation
and write them in the blanks corresponding to the semester and year in which you
plan to take them. Each time you complete a.course, encircle it, and, iP it is
one of the required subjects, mark an X in the table above. Your.elective sub
jects will, of course, be subject to change if you change your vocational plans.
--- ----------------- ------ -------------------------- ----- T------|---- -----------
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SECOND YEAR 19
to 19 .
1st Semester
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FOURTH-YEAR 19__ to 19 _

2nd Semester
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1st-Semester
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THIRD YEAR 19___ to 19__ •
1st Semester
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2nd Semester

--

These divi-sions offer four, year courses leading to college degrees in their
respective, fields. This training represents the basic.preparation for en
trance to many of the professions related to agriculture,, engineering,
home economics, pharmacy, etc*.
To gain ■unconditional admittance to the college on the ’basis of your high
school record, you must have taken one (l) unit .of Algebra when in high ,
school in. addition to the constant courses required for high school gradua
tion. Furthermore, if, you plan to major in Chemistry, Botany, Zoology, or
Mathematics or minor in Mathematics in the School of Applied Arts and'
Sciences, you must have one unit in. Plane, Geometry in .addition to the unit
of Algebra,; and. if you plan, to major in Agricultural Engineering in the '
School, of Agriculture or enroll in either the School of. Engineering or the
School of Chemical Technology, you must,have, one unit of Plane Geometry and
one-half unit of Solid Geometry in addition "to the unit in Algebra,
In addition to the college courses, the Agricultural, College offers short
courses in Agriculture each "winter. For information concerning these courses
write -to the Registrar of the College,
........T ,^
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA, Grand Forks, North Dakota
The University of North Dakota consists of the following major divisions:

,
.

College of Science, Literature and Arts
School of Commerce
.
...
School of Education
‘ .
, School of Law
College of Engineering
,, ,
• School of Medicine
.. * : ,''
Graduate Division

,‘
Z

...

If you choose to enroll in the University as a College Freshman after the
completion of your high school work, you .would enroll in one of the follow
ing three divisions: College of Science, Literature and Arts; School of
Education; or College of Engineering! The other divisions require two or
more years of college work for .admission.
To be unconditionally admitted as a freshman i.n either the College of
Science, Literature and Arts or the School of Education you must offer a
half unit of English and one unit of mathematics (either one unit of Algebra
or one unit of Plane Geometry) in addition to the constant courses required
for high school graduation. To be admitted to the College of Engineering
you must offer the additional half-unit of English, one unit of Algebra,
one-half unit of Advanced Algebra/ and one unit of Flane Geometry in addi
tion to the constant courses,required for high school graduation. Further
more, you must have taken 12 of .your academic courses at the tenth, eleventh,
and twelfth grade levels. Since, the.admission requirements also state that
certain of the required subjects must have been taken in either the 10, il,
or 12 grades, you should plan to take your three units in Social Studies,
and your.two units .in.the Natural Sciences in these three grades.
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Admission to the Junior College requires that yon present 15 academic high
school units, 12 of which must have been earned at the 10, 11, and 12 grade
levels. In addition to the constant courses required for graduation from
high school you must present one unit of mathematics ;and an additional half
unit of English, . Furthermore, the two units of natural science required
for high school graduation should be taken at the 10, 11, and 12 grade
levels. For those, entering an engineering course in the Junior College
one unit of Algebra, one .unit of Plane, Geometry, one-half unit of Solid
Geometry, and if possible one-half unit in Advanced Algebra should be
offered in high school mathematics. Those entering the pre-medical course
must offer two units- of high school mathematics.
NORTH DAKOTA SCHOOL OF FORESTRY, Bottineau, North Dakota
This school consists of two major departments:
Vocational School.
,

The Junior College and the

The Junior College offers the first two years of standard college work in
Forestry, Engineering, and Science, Literature and Arts.' The admission re
quirements for the-Junior-College are essentially the same as those for ad
mission to the University of North Dakota. •In part, this means that one
unit of mathematics (Algebra or Plane Geometry) taken in grades 10, 11, or
12 is required of everyone. Those wishing to enroll in the Division of
Forestry1or Engineering must present one unit of Algebra and one unit of
Plane Geometry. For unrestricted admission to the freshman engineering
class you must present one and one-half units in Algebra and one and onehalf units in Geometry.
•
. 1
.
,
*
’
*
The Vocational School offers several technical courses which do not necess
arily require high school graduation for admission, although completion of
high school is a distinct advantage. The courses offered are:
Horticulture:

a two-year Greenhouse Practice Course which is
designed for pupils who wish to take up green
house work as their occupation. The enrollment
in- this course is limited to 10 new students each
■year.

- . •
.1

. 1•

“

•

•

.

»

Vocational, Commerce:
two nine-month-and two eighteen-month courses
, •
,are offered in Stenography and Office Practice and
in Accounting and Business Training. The main pur• pose of these courses is to train students for busi
ness positions.
STATE NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, Ellendale, North Dakota
This school offers four years of college work in Mechanic Arts, Industrial
Education and Home Economics; two- and three-year normal courses preparing
teachers for the lower- grades, rural grades, and upper grades; a threeyear special course in Music; two-year Junior College -courses i/i Liberal
Arts, Junior Engineering and Pre-Commerce; and two-year vocational courses
in_Accounting: and Business Administration and Secretarial Training. To be
admitted to the above, courses you must meet, the regular college entrance
requirementSo To do this you must offer one-half unit of English and one
unit of mathematics (Algebra or Plane Geometry) taken at the 10, 11, and
12 grade levels in addition to the courses required for graduation from high
school. You should also arrange to take- the two units of natural science
during your last three years of high school.
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Graduates of North Dakota four-year high schools approved hy the State De
partment of Public Instruction, or pupils who receive their diploma from the
Correspondence Study Center are admitted to these schools without condition.
If you will graduate from a school not approved by the State Department, you
should write to the Registrar of the school you plan to attend inquiring
what you must do to be admitted.
JAMESTOWN COLLEGE, Jamestown, North Dakota.......
This college offers four years of college work leading to a Bachelor of Arts
or Bachelor of Science degree. It also offers numerous courses iri Religious
Education.
To be admitted to this school you must offer one unit in Algebra and not more
than four Units in Vocational Subjects as a part of your 16 high school units.
For information concerning the courses offered arid admission requirements
of other colleges and universities you should write directly to the Registrar
of that school.
'
...
OTHER TRAINING POSSIBILITIES
Apprenticeship
The apprenticeship method o'f learning a skilled trade (machinist, printer,
carpenter, etc.) is at the present time being revived by representatives of
labor, employers, and state and national labor departments throughout the
United States. Although North Dakota has not yet adopted laws 'regulating
apprenticeship training, it is likely that apprenticeship programs will be
set up 'in the next' few years.
To learn a trade by this method you would enter a written agreement with an
employer for two or more years (depending upon the particular occupation)
during which time you would be taught the various skills involved in the
trade-, You would earn (while you learn) fin amount starting with about onefourth of the pay skilled workers receive. The written agreement would pro
vide for periodic increases in pay so that you would receive about three-1
fourths of the regular worker's pay near the completion of your training.
If you enter into such an agreement, you will have to be on the alert that
the training you receive is up to standard. For more detailed information
concerning apprenticeship opportunities and standards you should get in
touch with a representative of a local labor union or the State Labor Com
missioner, Department of Agriculture and Labor, Bismarck. If you are in
terested in this form of training you can obtain (free) a copy of a leaflet
"Looking Ahead by Way of Apprenticeship" from the ’Federal Committee on
Apprentice Training, U. S. Department of Labor, Washington, D. C.
Schools of Nursing;
There are fifteen schools of nursing in North Dakota. ' Those schools are
owned and operated by hospitals. They offer three-year training programs
which lead to the nursing diploma. The hospital provides full maintenance
for the student nurse in return for the useful service she renders the
hospital. The cost of tuition, laboratory fees, textbooks and unifo'rms
for the complete nursing course depends on the school. The tuition, if
any is charged, is gerierally not large; one school charges $100 for the
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high school earn from.$3.00 to $6.00 per month, those attending college
from.$10.00 to $20.00'per month, and those not attending a regular school,
but working on an N. Y. A . project, from $lb.00 to $17.00 per month. If
you are interested in applying for this help in continuing your education
you should address your inquiries'as follows:
1. If you are attending a high school, or plan to attend one, get
in touch with the superintendent of the high school.
2. If you plan to attend college, get in touch with the Dean of
Men or Dean of Women of the college you plan to attend.

3.

If you are out of school, write to' the Executive Secretary,
County Welfare Boa'rd at the county seat of the county in which
you live. He will refer you to the N. Y, A. cdunty supervisor
who has charge of your county.

North Dakota State Employment Service
This service found more than 35.000 jobs for unemployed persons in North
Dakota during the past year. Nearly 30^000 of these jobs were with'pri
vate industry and enterprise* It has offices in Bismarck, Devils Lake,
Dickinson,-Fargo, Grafton^ Grand Forks, Minot, Wahpeton, and Williston,
A special Junior Service will soon bo available at these offices to give
particular help and attention to young people who have just completed
their schooling and are looking for their first regular job. Whenever
you are ready to look for part or full time employment, you should apply
in person at the office located nearest to where you live. Take your
PROFILE with.you; it will help your interviewer find the ki.nd of work that
is most suited to your ability and needs. This, service.is absolutely FREE
to you,
...

i
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DIVER

HOMEMAKER (Cont,)

Beneath Tropic Seas
■§• Mile Down
Pearl Diver
I Like Diving
■Caleb West, Master Diver

Beebee
Beebee
Berge
Eadie
Smith

Gray
Lardner (SS)
Lawrence "
Lawrence
'Trilling

In s t i t u t i o n

ENGINEER
Harper
Heyliger *

Jane Hope
Golden Honeymoon
If I Have Four Apples
Sound of Running Feet
The Girl and Her. Home

Siberian Gold
Steve 'Merrill, Engineer

manager

■Dear Enemy

Webster

JOURNALISM
EXPLORER
Amundsen .
Brendon
Byrd
Partridge

My Life as'an'Explorer
Great Navigators and Dis■
1 'c'overers
Alone
Amundsen, The Splendid
Norseman
FACTORY
" '' '
Bend in the Road

Raymo nd

'V
Bugbee
Dean
Kipling
Mallette
Sheean
Steffens
Tarkirg ton
Walker

-

Feggy Covers the News
, Bob Gordon, Cub Reporter
Something of Myself
Private Props
Personal History
Autobiography
A Gentleman from
Indiana
"City Editor

LAW & GOVERNMENT
' i ..■

i ■

Meredith

-‘
Cottier
Dill

FIREMAN

'Fire
FISHERMAN

Kipling ..
Loti
Melville

Champions of Democracy
How Congress Makes
'
Laws
Disraeli
Story of Law

Mauro is
Zane

Captains Courageous
Iceland Fisherman
Moby‘Dick

LAWYER
Ford

■GOLF CADDY

.,

Lardner-(SS)Caddy*s Diary

LIBRARIAN

INVENTOR
Dunlap

Marconi, The Man and His
Wireless
Leading American Inventors
lies
Meadowcraft Edison
Pup in
From Immigrant to Inventor

Bare
Bianco
Blair
Carroll
Fisher
Fisher
Fisher

Honorable Peter
Stirling

HOMEMAKER’ :
...
■;-•;
.;
Come Slimmer ~ .
Winterbound '
Creation of a Home
As' the Earth Turns
Bent Twig
'Deepening Stream
Homemaker

A Place for Herself
Marian-Martha
Parnassus on Wheels
\ ' .•
LIMBERING

DeLeeuw
Fargo
Morley

Ferber
Meigs
White
White (SS)
•
Brush (SS)
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Come and Get It
Swift Rivers
Blazed Trails
Riverman
MAID „
Night Club

SHIPPER
Poole

The Harbor

...........
. . .
.
.

. . .

SINGER
Song of the Lark

Cather

SOCIOLOGY
AdcLams

Uo Years at Hull House
TEACHING

Allee
Cather
Eggleston
Hilton
;
Palmer
Singmast'er
Steiner

House of Her Own
Professor*s House
Hoosier School Master
Goodbye, Mr. Chips
Life of Alice Freeman Palmer
You Make Your Own Luck
From Alien to Citizen
WRITER

Bolton
Meigs'
Raymond

Famous American Authors
Invincible Louisa
Story Lives of Master Writers

OCCUPATIONS IN GENERAL
Bennett
Bolton
Bolton
Cottier
Guinagh
Herzberg
Lockhart
Lodge
McEvoy
Maule
Noll
Prosser
Wright

Clayhanger
Lives of Girls Who Became Famous
Lives of Poor Boys Who Became Famous
Heroes of Civilization
Inspired Amateurs
Americans in Action
My Vocation
Hero Tales From American History
Father Meets Son
Men Wanted
New Occupations for Youth
Selecting an Occupation
Getting Along With People
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1

GUIDANCE QUESTIONNAIRE

t
i
1
i
i

1

DIRECTIONS TO THE PUPIL; Within TWO WEEKS of the time you receive your
^PROFILE and BULLETIN youshould- completely- -fill -out this -questionnaire and
mail it to the Study Center.
If you have made noerrors
in interpreting
your PROFILE, the QUESTIONNAIRE will not be returned to you. Filling out
and returning this questionnaire is a part of your high school wo lie with
the Study benter’
.

i

Your Name

1

•
'

Date Today
Last

.

’First

Initial

1. What number appears in the last blank of the first
line on your PROFILE SHEET? . . . . . . . !
. ...............
2. What was your Pupil Score in Social Studies?.
3« What was your ^ile Score in Social Adjustment?

UuT along This-line

4.

5.

Give a.brief definition of Percentile Score.

In what measures did you receive your three highest percentile scores?

1.____________________

6.

2.____________________

3.

________________

In what measures did you receive your three lowest percentile scores?

1.____________________ 2.____________________ 3.

______

7. In what three Vocational Interest areas were you most interested?

1 ._______ _____________ 2.____________________ 3.____________________
8. Name

five occupations that are related to the Vocational Interest area
in which you were most interested.

.1 ._____________ ____
—

----------- —

2._____________________ 3* _ __________________
5.

■ - ------------------------------------- ' ........— ■ < -

—

— — ■—

-

9. List at least three occupations about which you are going to obtain
more information. .

10.

List at least three sources that you are going to consult for more in
formation about one of these occupations. Name the occupation and
sources you will consult.
Occupation_______

Source: 1.
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